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Houlton High School ball players
There are only a few days left
invaded the upper part of the county
before the big event in Odd Fellows
l / I I I U U L I U l l 1 / i l l J ! Wednesday night when the season’s
last week playing three games, and
circles and one that promises to
activities were started in full swing
wining all of them by good large mar
eclipse last year's event. Applica
with a big dance.
gins.
tions are coming in very fast and
Welch’s orchestra furnished the
In the first game against Caribou
preparations are going rapidly for
music and they fully sustained the
High with O’Donnell pitching, the
ward to make it a day of pleasure as
reputation they have gained here on
game was wen by a score of 18 to 8.
well as of profit..
their previous visits.
The next game won by a 6 to 1 tally
Remember the State officers are
The weather was all that could he
was against Fort Fairfield with Newt
coming and besides that Danforth
--------desired and one of the largest
and Patten Encampments are to
The Court Street Baptist church Churchill flinging 'em over against j
Sandy Staples and his team of crowds ever seen at this pleasant
exemplify the werk of the Patriarchial eandlepin smashers from Fredericton resort were present.
was the center of a lively scene on his old home town players too, he kept 1
Friday afternoon, as automobiles them guessing and also was given ex- j Memorial Day was observed in and Golden Rule degrees.
spent the Queen’s Birthday in our city i
-----------------i
The big banquet will take place in as tin* guests of local bowling fans. 1 Cecil Q. Adams of Wellslev Hills,
decorated with bright colored stream cellent support.
Houlton
Monday
with
all
the
solemn
The final game of the trip was play- i
ers brought Camp Fire Girls from
I hey rolled two matches on the Dux Mass., who has been enjoying a fishing
ity properly due the time honored Watson Hall.
ed
Friday afternoon against Presque
Rockabema Lodge Notes
various parts of Aroostook County.
alleys, one in the afternoon against trip in company with O. M. Smith
custom and for the first time in sevThe Houlton girls were kept busy j IsIe- and the result was an overwhelmy(iars (he (]av
Rockabema I.,edge No, 78 hold a the town team that went to the Fred-' near Patten, spent the holiday in town
was warm and
with receiving guests, registration |in& defeat for the home team, Pea- pleasant bringing out a large crowd very interesting session Thursday ericton
tournament, and another: with his father John Q. Adams returnand playing the “ Introducing Game.” j hody taking^ his turn in the box, the
; who watched the parade and listened evening when a good sized class was match in he evening against a picked ! ing home on the evening train MonSo many guests arrived that the I score was 2i to 3.
given the final degree entitling them team rom the Dux club.
day.
i to the exercises in Monument Park,
The boys returned borne late Fri
Houlton girls did some lively work
i The rapidly thinning ranks of the ' o all the privileges of the order.
Mr. and Mrs. I). W. Hoegg Jr. of
The afternoon game consisted of
to get them all entertained, but as day evening jubilant over their suc j Grand Army was more noticeable this At the close of the session a fine four strings and was won by tbe Portland were in town Saturday encess.
usual, hospitable Houlton opened her
; year than ever, although thirteen of chicken stew was served in the Houlton boys by the narrow margin route to Fredericton with a party of
dining room, where speeches and music
doors, and there were rooms and “to
Arthur Weed of Millinocket, who j the old boys stepped off to the strains were indulged in, making it a most of in pins, on the total pintail. The friends Mr. Hoegg is assistant edispare” for the rosy-cheeked lassies.
|of martial music almost as lively as
visitors won the first string by 9 pins tor of’ the Express-Advertiser and
pleasant affair.
135 girls and guardians attended lived here for a •number of years, j in the days of '61.
in spite of Dunphy’s 112. Brewer, although a yearly visitor in Houlton
was
in
town
Thursday
calling
on
the convention, representing Fires
The committee on Memorial service the Fre lericton star started his dirty was much impressed with the activity
'
The
new
organization
the
Chester
L.
from Ashland, Houlton, Caribou, Fort friends.
have made arrangements to observe
W. T. Small of the Hibbard Bros. , Briggs Post, American Legion joined Sunday, June 12th, as Odd Fellows work ir. this spasm by tipping 108. of this hustling town, was especially
Fairfield, Danforth, Easton and Mars
Co. left Saturday evening for Port ! hands with the A. P. Russel Post, G. Memorial day, when an appropriate Kierstead had 94 and Rock Paynter interested in the large number of
Hill.
land,
returning Sunday night with a j A. R. to make the day a success and service will he held in the hall, after 91. The second string went to Houl automobiles in Houlton Saturday
At 6.30 p. m. a bountiful supper
! took a very active part on the proton by 21 pins although reliable Sandy evening.
was served in the new dining room Franklin runabout for delivery to Mr. j gram, to this younger organization wards the graves of departed brothers
took
96 as his portion. Moir with 97
of the church, and the tables decorat Percy Niles.
j will soon fall the task of “carrying will be strewn with flowers.
and McIntyre with 93 did most of the BRIDGEWATER WINS
ed with flowers and filled with bright,
i on” the future observances of this
labor necessary for annexing this
happy faced girls made a very pretty HOLIDAY RACES AT W OODFROM RICKER
day established by proclamation and THE PROBLEM OF
section. The third string was cap
picture.
STOCK WELL ATTENDED conceived by General John A. Ixigan
MARKET SQUARE tured by the visitors by the tidy total Ricker lost another game here
After the “ Camp Fire Blessing”
Thursday to Bridgewater largely due
The first racing event of the season in 1868.
The Selectmen and Street Commis of 27 pins. Dunphy and Mac did their
was sung by the girls, all partook
to
errors, they made enough hits to
“To
you
from
failing
hands
we
throw
in this section of the country was
sioner Fortier have been for some best to stave off the onslaught, get
ravenously of steaming hot fish
win
any kind of a game, but their
The
torch;
he
yours
to
hold
it
high!
held in Woodstock on Victoria Day.
time studying the best way to over ting 96 and 91 respectively, but
chowder, cocoa and other good
fielding was pretty rough.
Brewer’s
117
string
was
too
high
to
and drew a good sized crowd in which |If ye break faith with us who die
come the rough condition of the
things, and then went to the vestry
Greenlaw has plenty of speed, good
Houlton people figured to a consider- j We shall not sleep . . . . ”
traveled
part of Market Square, and climb over. This put the visitors 14
of the church for the “ Ceremonial
.Mm
Mcltiif.
able extent. It was estimated that
have not yet solved the problem as ahead at the start of the fourth and contro1- and with proper support could
Meeting.”
This
room,
tastefully
final lap However, Dunphy and old ! Inake a mishty fine showing,
nearly 2000 people were present.
j Promptly at 1 o'clock the various to the proper way to tix it.
decorated with fir trees, flowers and
organizations begun to assemble on
gray haired McIntyre came through1
^ame was witnessed by a fairThe track was in excellent condi- |
j
As
was
stated
in
these
columns
Camp Fire emblems, with chairs
tion and the weather was of the June '! the High School Campus and the pro- some time ago every cent of money again wi’;h 95 and 102 and won out by sized crowd.
arranged in a circle around the sides,
! cession begun to take on form, and at
The score: 15—14.
spent for gravel is thrown away and ten pins.
made an attractive place for t h e T aTiety
:
the
word
forward
march
and
the
roll
This event of course was only
A summary of the score showed
yet after riding over this pioee of
Ceremonial.
At the first call of
preliminary to the seasons activity ; of tile drums hundreds of soidier citi road any day for the past week, it that <’ecil Brewer, the tall youth on had a had case of ingrowing adenoids
Wohelo girls In Minute Girls costume
zens broke into step making a procesand no fast time was anticipated.
the visiting team had high single, 117, but that only effects the mentality.
marched with ceremonial step into
sion nearly a quarter of a mile in would seem as though something
Following
is
the
summary
of
the
3
also
iiig i total for the four games,
a11 made a rotten showing, whether
the room, responded to the “ Hand
length, the line of march was down should he done and with no money
races:
402.
Staples
was
second
on
his
team
’
r
wus
d,ie
troubles at home or
Sign of Fire” given by the chief
' Military to Kendall St., Union Square, available lor starting on a paving
2.18
Pace
with
352
about.
48
pins
less
than
he
i
abroad
will
never
be known. Suffice
guardian, Mrs. Barnes, and were
; .Market Square, up Main St. to Broad- job, the road commissioner is going
College
Swift
(Shuman)
Woodis
really
capable
of
doing
ordinarily.
;
sathat
oandy
and his satellites
ahead
and
smooth
it.
up
so
that
one
seated in the large circle of chairs.
1 1 I way to Monument Park.
stock
Fatty Dunphy had high single for J,!mi,ed 011 us- tramped on us and then
cun
drive
over
it
at
more
than
four
At the second call of Wohelo, girls
I The procession was headed by a
Amy (Mason) Providence, R. I.
Houlton 112, and high total 385 with swePt us UP an(1 heaved us into the
in ceremonial costume marched in,
j squad of Police; Houlton Band, twen miles an hour and he safe.
waste-basket.
Lucky
Strike
(Hamilton)
Wood
Mclntvre
hard by with 372.
It would seem as though it., would
responded to the same sign, and were
ty-four pieces, Oscar Wilson, loader.;
3
stock
After the first match the Frederic
After the slaughter came the
seated, Indian style, in the inner
I A. P. Russell Post, G. A. R., J. Q. he a good idea to look into the matter
Time: 2.29, 2.25%.
ton
hoys,
fourteen
in
all,
were
taken
smoker.
Mr. Farrell was the first
of
oiling
this
thoroughfare
after
it
circle.
! Adams, Commander; Chester Briggs
2.20 Trot
to (’rescent Bark when* brother Geo. speaker and he was there with bells
has
been
coated
and
while
this
would
The “ Candle Lighting Ceremony”
j Post, American Legion, Maj. E. A.
Russell and sister Mrs. Russell et als on. He's Irish but, as Frank Hogan
was performed by the Ricker Fires, Lenora McKinney (Carr) Houl
Hosford, Commander; Houlton Fire only he a makeshift for paving, it
1
ton
served
m one of the finest salmon says, "that doesn't hurt him for
an address of welcome given by Mrs.
Co., ( ’. C. Clark, Chief: Boy Scouts : •• : vould he more economical than to
suppers that ever was enjoyed sine*1 work.’’
He gave us a splendid
Barnes, songs and reports given by j ’rogo M- (Shuman) Woodstoea
haul
in
gravid,
spri'ikle
it
to
keep
squads commanded by Osmund Whitothe days of home brew. The hosts extempo talk and incidentally $3.00 to
the different Fires, and then the |Conntess Petress (Mason) Providown
the
dust,
and
inside
of
a
month
side; Girl Scouts under dire'tion of
were the boy.*- who rolled in the p. m. the pin hoys. It seems he had caught
Easton girls, under the direction ot
dence
Mrs. Dwight F. Mowrey; School Chil the holes would he just as had as
Time:
2.35%,
2.36%.
against
Fredericton, also Pa Geller- a “ kitty'' in his room the night before
their guardian, Mrs. Mildred Huffman,
dren carrying flags under direction of before, the same as t ie piece on Main
2.20
Trot
and
Pace
son
and
Lefty Lunt from the Elks and sold her fur. He convinced us
gave a play, “ The Call of Wohelo.”
Principal Ham of the Grammar school. street between Wati r and Mechanic
club and nineteen members of the that he is a darn good fellow as well
which
was
done
two
weeks
ago
and
This play, an hour long, in four acts, Lady Ashbrooke (Gans) Wood1 1 2 On reaching the park each organiza
stock
Dux club. To make the day even as a politician and card-sharp and its
was strong and full of action, setting
tion formed around the Monument today it has eommei eed to go down
more nearly perfect we had with us easy to see why the boys insisted
forth Camp Fire ideals in a remark Sis Peters (Hamilton) Woodand
shows
holes
whit
h
the
water
lays
3 2 1 where the exercises were held.
stock
the “ Big Five" from Presque Isle, that he come along.
ably clear and impressive manner.
The usual ritualistic service by of in, and then every v heel that goes
Merry
Wise
(Poole)
Wood“
We had a lot of good talks. Doc
At .390 Saturday morning the girls
through them makes it worse and in Old Frank” Hayes, Ralph Wood,
2 3 4 ficers of the A. P. Russell Post was a few weeks itisalmostimpassable,
stock
whom
I-rank
designates
as
all
wood
I
Mann
isn't tongue tied by any means,
assembled and the program opened
given.
Woodstock
is
using
Tarvia
on
their
*rom
bis
belt
to
his
hat
band,
Bill
even
though
he detests profanity, and
with the famous
motion
song, Queenin Patchen (Dewitt)
General orders of the day were read
4 4 3
Woodstock
road this year and theSelectmen are Thompson, famous for his pulchritude, thereare homlier men on their feet
“ Mammy Moon,” by the Fort Fairfield
by
Comrade
Lindquist
of
the
Chester
Time: 2.33%, 2.27, 2.26.
going over to see howit works, and Skinn> O Donnell who is know far j than Frank Peabody. Sandy talked
Fire, accompanied by Mrs. Eugene
Officials:
Fred Tweedie, starter; Briggs Post. .............................. ........... the citizens of Houltonwould certain- and w'de (,n account of his sobriety, j until pulled down by his townsmen.
8tover. Mrs. Barnes welcomed the
The firing squad under command of
guests, gving a brief talk on the Fred Tweedie, Jimmy Boutilier, Dr. Sergt. Boutilier gave the salute for i U' back them up if they decide on and Antone Oleson, the manufacturer |He bragged about not being very old
“ Aim of the Camp Fire Girl.” Mrs. McIntosh, judges; J. Gardiner, Billy the dead; taps were sounded and the ! using this dust preventative on the °( tumigators for dispelling mosqui-i put had peen jn the candle-pin game
Huffman, the Easton Guardian, re Brickley, James W. Gallagher, timers; afternoon exercises were over.
|square, as well as some ot the other toes and :>ther pests. Those boys for 41 years, rolling on every alley
Roy
C.
Tait,
clerk.
1certainly helped to make the day a from Reno Nevada to the Bay Chaleur.
sponded gracefully.
At 7, 30 further observance of the principal streets
success.
Bayes talked a little too
The Fort Fairfield Fire, under the
day was held in the High School AudiBut the most impressive part of
much but even that had its advantages
PORTABLE SAWMILL LAW
leadership of their guardian, Mrs.
torium where on interesting program |
I
the ceremony was to watch poor
CLINTON
B.
ROBINSON
; as, while ie was chattering at the
Florence Adams, gave a drill and
If you are engaged in or thinking was given as follows:
The death of Clinton B. Robinson oc table he wasn’t eating so fast and Cecil Brewer trying to corral his
song, which was unusually well of engaging in the portable sawmill Music by the Band
curred Friday, May 271.h, at his home those unfortunate enough to be seat-; various prizes. J. D. Perry and Son
executed.
business, don’t forget that the Maine invocation
Rev. H. Scott Smith
on Court St. after an illness of sev (>d on his immediate right and left j donated a fine sharp pointed stick pin
The seven points of “ The Law of Legislature at the last session passed j Quartette
My Country ’tis of Thee
for the visitor with high single.
eral months.
got a fair share of the salmon.
j Brewer’s
the Fire” were spoken on by four a rather strenuous law regarding the :
Mesdames Berric and Knox
117 took it. He had to walk
Mr. Robinson was a native of Blaine
citizens of Houlton. The first and use and regulation thereof, through a i
Following the supper was an auto the whole length of the Dux dining
.Messrs. Berric and Stewart
1
removing to Houlton with his family ride aroan i the suburbs of “greater
fifth, “ Seek Beauty,” “ Hold on to licensing system.
j Solo
The Vacant Chair
room to get it from toast-master
about three years ago to take a posi Houlton'' mhI then we brought the
Health” were given by Dr. Mann,
The new law provides that it shall
Miss Marion Cleveland
Mitchell. The Times Pub. Co. gave
tion as cashier with the Buffalo Fert Frederictor hoys hack to the club, in- .
who spoke on “ How I Keep Fit.” be unlawful to even erect a portable I Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address
a thermos bottle (empty) for grand
ilizer Co. and during' his residence tending to give them another trim- high single. 117 stood the test and
The good doctor showed very clear sawmill without first obtaining a i
John P. Barnes!
here made many friends.
ly how one may “ Seek Beauty” by license therefor from the forest com Roll Call of departed Comrades
ming. But after a heated argument j poor c ecji had to perambulate the
He was a member of the Masonic with Brewer, Staples, Kierstead and j ]ength of the room again
striving to "Hold on to Health,” missioner. You must not erect your
Jam es r
Maj. E. A. Hosford, 103d Inf.
Lodge in Blaine under whose auspices
giving "Cleanliness, Fresh Air and mill and then go after a license, you Address
Paynter v\o let them take all five xason, the Canadian born, gave a
Nathaniel Tompkins, Esq.
he was buried Sunday a that place.
Exercise as the most essential factors must have that before you begin
strings and bv good margins too so stolen electric lamp for
the high
Followed by another selection by
He is survived by his parents Mr.
in attaolning good health.
there woul l he no dispute.
total for thevisitors. Brewer’s 501
i work—for probably some applications ! the quartette and closing by singing
and Mrs. William Robinson of Blaine
Mr. Perkins spoke clearly and |for such licenses will be “ turned j America, the audience joining.
Brewer may he a lawabiding
djd the trick and again he went
a widow and two small children, one
forcibly on the second, third and 1down” by the commissioner on accitizen and kind to his family hut he through
his paces for us.
Doc.
The address was a fine one showing
sixth points, "Pursue Knowledge,” count of danger to surrounding careful preparation and was delivered hoy and one girl.
sure ranks ace high as a joy killer. :viitchell had just foreclosed on the
"Glorify Work,” “ Give Service,” giv property. The fee will be $25 and a in an able manner and Mr. Tompkins
;><)! for five strings after eating all he crop mortgage which he holds on
ing the thought that one must pursue duplicate license will be filed with was heartily applauded when he finish
wanted am: twice as much as he need Jason Hassell and feeling pretty flush
CHURCH NOTICE
knowledge to obtain it, and not be the municipal officers of the town ed. Altogether the day was properly
ed of boiled salmon that didn't cost he had offered an aluminum necktie
Christian Science church
afraid of “ Work,” for then only can where your mill will be. The license and fittingly observed.
him
a cen.. convinced us that his for grand high total. Again Mr.
Military and High streets.
one <rGive Service” in true measure. will be good for one year from date.
sense
of common decency is warped. Brewer had to come to the front.
Sunday morning service at 11
Rev. Mr. Speed spoke on the fourth
Then solemn Sandy had the gall to
And then, should you not conduct
o'clock.
NOVEL
WINDOW
DISPLAY
We were all mighty well pleased,
point “ Be Trustworthy,” and made the business of that mill according
Subject for June 5th: God the Only stand up and brag that it was he who after seeing how much trouble it was
The Astle Music Store has a window
everyone feel that life would not be to the laws of the State regarding
trained an 1 “ debutted” Brewer. I’d
Cause and Creator.
to collect the prizes that we didn't
worth while without the quality of slash, the forest commissioner of display this week that, is attracting
just
as soon think of proclaiming to
Sunday school at 11 o’clock.
roll
harder.
more
than
passing
notice,
advertising
trustworthiness.
j forest fire wardens in organized
Wednesday evening Testimonial a bunch of Rio Grande females that I
When
Bill Fullerton bought his
a
Victor
special
phonograph.
Rev. Mr. Hartley spoke on the towns may revoke that license and
trained and taught San Francisco
place from Elisha Powers he found
The (1isplay consists of a small meeting at 7.2,0.
seventh point, “ Be Happy,” saying they may also suspend it at any time
Villa how to most quickly scare a lady
several boxes of cigars hid away in
that If the first six points of the in case of a drought, when the opera cart, the wheels of which are four
into hysterics.
,
the
rafters. These he very kindly
Victor
records,
the
body
of
same
is
READ-M( PHERSON
"Law” were observed this seventh tion of the portable mill would create
As we have before hinted, they
donated
to the team having highest
box
shape
fully
loaded
with
small
would naturally follow, for real, true an extra fire hazard. And again, if
The many friends of Miss Bertha walloped us a la John Dempsey. Jim j
happiness comes doing ones best in you wish to move your mill, you plaster of paris dogs farsimilh* of MacPherson will be intcrested to hear Nason howled like a female domestic. 1total pinfall, which was Mr. Brewer
all things. Miss Veta Doak sang a must first secure a permit from the the Victor trade marl:, while drawing of her marring'* to Harold A. Read, We have found out since that there and four others.
We'll fool Mr. Brewer next time he
the load is a large dog of the same in New York, on May 24, 1921.
solo most acceptably. Dinner was forest commissioner.
was an envelope under his pillow
rolls
here. We will offer a $75.00 gold
breed
and
variety.
served in the dining room, and the
Mrs. Read was graduated from the containing Canadian script. He was
A rather important point of the
piece as booby prize, and he will find
The display is appropriately labeled
speakers and their wives were invit law for you to remember is the fact
Bishop Memorial hospital in Pittsfield horn in Richmond, N. I?. Fullerton
some competition from our 'local
The Victor Special.
ed guests.
Mass on Nov. 1. 1920. an 1 since that subbed for him in the last two frames
that if you violate this law you will
bowlers.
After dinner the business meeting be liable to a fine of not exceedin
time has practised her profession in and did fine, .netting 97 the last
Brother Leon Howe favored us
Mrs. Moses Burpee returned home
was held, and the following officers i |5qq( to be recovered by indictment.
Houlton, returning t< Bittslield the struggle. He's American horn even
with
his anecdote of the odorous
last
week
from
Bar
Harbor
where
1
elected: President, Mrs. Florence Any portable sawmill so erected
though he shows a slight accent. No
last of April.
kitty and it wasn't a darn might
Adams, Fort Fairfield; Secretary, without a license will he considered she attended a meeting of the Womans
They will live in Pittsfield, Mass, one knows what happened to Pa
monotonous to hear. If Leon ever
1
Miss Julia McLaughlin, Caribou; a public nuisance without further Board of Foreign Missions.
when* Mr. Read is manager of tin Lunt. Ther > are no pillow cases on
gets
found out as short in his Internal
Treasurer, Mrs. Mildred Huffman, proof than its use. The money re
Mr. and Mrs. Thaddeus Grant Wallace Shoo Co.
his bed am his interest and taxes
Revenue
accounts and “decides to
Easton.
-- ------are all paid. Then1 is some street
ceived from the licenses will become started Monday on i: trip to Mass-j
resign.” we recommend that he go on
Those having the convention in a part of the fund for the purchase achusetts and Rhode Island cities
Miss Amethyst Barker delightfully . gossip of a “ skirt” in Fredericton
charge wish to extend thanks for the of lands and general foi’estry pur and are expecting to remaing about entertained about 15 young ladies at who was “ interested” in (’barley dur- the Chataqua circuit with his pole
cat.
two weeks.
use of the Court street Daptist church, poses.
a shower Thursday evening in honor ing the tournament and Paynter, who
We believe the day was a success.
The Pathfinders, those who entertain
Miss Myra Mitchell of Boston. of Miss Viola Hussey, whose marriage “walks in" well with the police, may
Better get your license.
We are glad that the Queen was horn
ed the girls and furnished food for
Assistant Case correspondent, of the to Cecil Strong of Borland is to take have threatened the old hoy.
on that day. We hope that she will
the supper, those who had the decora
Mrs. E. B. Leighton went to Port Red Cross, is in town at the Red place next month. Miss Hussey was
Doe Oreutt hit 'em as well as could
have
another birthday about the same
tions in charge, those who furnished land Saturday for a weeks visit with Cross rooms assisting the local secre- preented with a black travelling hag. he expected of an Episcopalian, but
rime
next
year, but we earnestly hope
automobiles, and to any who helped her sisters. On returning she will tary, Mrs. Cora Putnam, for two j Delicious refreshment: were served married men’s luck followed him.
make the convention a success.
drive home her new Mitchell roadster. weeks.
Mitchell has no alibi whatever. He
i bv the hostess.
(Continued on page 4)

Fifth Annual Session Held at
Court St. Baptist
Church

G. A. R., American Legion,
Fireman, Boy and Girl
Scouts Take Part

J

J

AF HOY If TAN FANS A11 roads ied to ascent ^

Two Games in Which the
Fredericton Visitors Car
ried off all Prizes

HOULTON
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minds occupy themselves with per for any expenditure they could make with training for those desirous of student camps were instituted by the and camps for the advanced White
becoming reserve officers and non War
sonalities. Personalities must some with costly dressmakers.
Department
at
Gettysburg, and Blue courses.
commissioned officers in the Re
BsUblished April 13. 1860
times be talked, because we have to
Pa., and Monterey, Cal., with an
Not even the enthusiasts think that
serve.
learn and find out men’s character “ALL’S RIGHT W ITH
ALU TH E HOME NEWS
a citizen can be turned into a finish
attend
nice
of
264.
These
were
in
THE WORLD ?’’
istics for legitimate objects; but it
The younger brothers of the war
ed soldier in one month, or even
Published every Wednesday morning
has to be with confidential persons.
The Outlook is publishing answers veterans, the boys who were just crease! to four the next year. In three months. It is merely contend
by the Times Publishing Co.
Do not needlessly report ill of oth to the question, “ What did the war too young for service in the World 1915 the first “ business and profes ed that the training will make him
ers.
There are family boards where do to you?” Many responses confirm War, are the ones now called to the sional men’s camp” was held at a more probable soldier when emer
CHA8. H. FOGG, Pres. & Mgr.
a constant process of depreciating, Sherman’s “ War is hell.” A rather colors. The camps have been plan Plattsburg in August, followed by- gency arises.
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year in assigning motives, and cutting up of larger number are keyed to Brown ned with this fact in mind. The other senior camps at Fort Sheridan,
character goes forward. They are ing’s optimism on a spring morning, modern idea of military training San Francisco and American Lake.
advance; in Canada $2.00 in
Hard, Harder, Hardest
not pleasant places. One who is “ God's in His heaven, all’s right with has advanced far beyond drill in the More than 14,000 men attended the
advance
“ Why is history hard?
healthy does not wish to dine at a the world.” But, significantly enough, manual of arms Intelligent accept eleven senior camps in 1916, and 1,166
Single copies five cents
“ Well, we’ve had a stone age, a
dissecting table.
There is
pv,' 1| those who voice the latter finding do ance of discipline is the cornerstone i hoys took the six weeks’ training at bronze age, and an iron age, and now
Advertising rates based upon guaran enough in man, God knows; but it so in spite of experiences clearly of army organization. The man who Blum Island, in the entrance to Long
we’re in a hard-boiled age.
teed paid in advance circulation.
is not the mission of every young verifying the former.
is a willing part of orderly proced Island Sound. The Plattsburg idea
man or woman to detail and report
Good cheer and courage are superb. ure. who has learned to be a good was a big factor in officering the army
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton it. Keep the atmosphere as pure They are powerful in righting wrong
cog in the wheel, has the “ makings’’ in France, as everybody knows. In
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
for ciculation at second-class
as possible, and fragrant with gen conditions. But fine feeling, worded of a soldier—this is the fundamental the spring of 1917 the number of
postal rates
Res., 3 4 5 -M
tleness and charity.
when everything seems right, as on lesson of the Citizens' Military Train officers in the regular army was by Telephone— S tudio, 292* M
a beautiful spring morning, becomes ing Camps. According to the routine no stretch of effort sufficient to train
MISS MARY BURPEE
All Subscription are DISCONTIN
HER SECRET
false philosophy when adopted as a laid out, the morning will be devoted the great draft called for the autumn
UED at expiration
SOPRANO
We occasionally meet a woman general verdict on things mundane. to military instruction, including the months. The War Department took
Teacher of Singing
A Boston business man once called ^duties of the private in the school of over t ie machinery and idea of the
whose age is as beautiful as the bloom
Studio 27 Mansur Block
After all, what is this life but a
of youth. We wonder how it has on Andrew Carnegie, near tin; end of ' the soldier, squad and company, small civilian Military Training (’amps H ours— 2 p. m. to 6 p. m. excep t Wednes
parable of talents and opportunities.
his life, to induce him to address the I arms firing practice, guard duty. Association and trained its student
come about—what her secret is.
days and S a tu rd a y s .
Forenoons and
Anyone can have whatever he wishes
evenings by a p p o in tm e n t
Boston Chamber of Commerce. Mr. : military courtesy, camping and march officer.1- that summer.
Here are a few' of the reasons:
or be whatever he desires, if he will
Acctrding to the present arrange
She knew how to forget disagree Carnegie declined, but he detained his ing. individual cooking, care of equippay the price for it. The price is the
visitor to discuss no end of subjects. I ment, personal hygiene, discipline ment, the War Department organ
able things.
HOULTON FURNITURE CO.
sole condition. Nature is not tricked.
She kept her nerves well in hand As the Boston man was taking his ; and morale. Organized athletics will izes and maintains the camps. The
BUZZELL’S
We pay the full price for what we
leave, the money master said:
“ I fill the afternoons, not to develop in- association, a civilian organization of
and inflicted them on no one.
LICENSED EMBALMER AND
get. And we receive what we pay
She mastered the art of saying ! haven't a great while more to sh y in ' dividual stars or star teams, but to Plattsburg graduates, former army
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
for.
i the world, and if I get a chance when give (‘very one the maximum train officers and other interested citizens,
pleasant things.
Phone 161-W— Day or Night
She did not expect too much from I go out of it, I mean to tell the ing and development.
Recreation assists with the recruiting and pub
Try to keep fresh and green the
j Almighty that tilings
are not or- centers will provide evening amuse licity. This summer the camps will
her friends.
memories of your own childhood,
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
She made whatever work came to j ganized down here as they ought ments, shell as moving-picture shows be rui on a small scale. In each of
when your own bains come. It will
OFFICE AT RESIDENCE
to
be
and
might
be.
It
may
be
too
the
nine
corps
areas
there
will
he
one
concerts and amateur performances,
her congenial.
help you to concede much to the nat
129 Main St. Houlton, Me.
She retained her illusions and did ) kite for this to do any good, but and also the
entertainment
of camp of l,2uu members, lasting four
ural tendencies of childhood. It will
not believe all the ‘ world wicked and ! I'm going to tell him what I think guests. In view of the age period weeks in July and August. It is (ex
help you to be patient with your lit
, about it anyway."
DR. F. 0 . ORCUTT
of fhe students, especial attention is pected that appropriations will he
unkind.
tle ones. The man whose own child
It seems regrettable that the above to be paid to the diet, it abund increased in subsequent years to
She relieved the miserable and sym
DENTIST
hood is utterly forgotten is apt to be a
mentioned symposium was not called ant-. variety and preparation.
provide a greater number of camps
pathized with the sorrowtul.
Fogg Block
hard father.
She never forgot that kind words for in time to get a response from
The qualifications required from
and a smile cost nothing, but are !' Andrew Carnegie. A Boston lawyer, the candidates are simple: good moral
The best thing that can happen to priceless treasures to be discouraged. (m hearing this story, asked: “ Whal
character, average intelligence, health
a young man is for him to realize, at
|do you think the Almighty would say and strength adequate for the course
She did unto others as she would J
the very outset of his career, that
to Andy?” Making till allowance for of training. Slight physical defects
be done by.
whatever real success he is to achieve
the humor which the questioner will not disqualify a man, but he will
must come from his own exertions.
detected in the doughty little Scot's lie under special observation.
BARNUM WAS RIGHT
A
Whenever a young man begins life
Not a day passes but the truth of rather (hiring way of expressing his period of healthy routine will give
by depending on the favor or indul
Barnum’s famous expression about mind, the answer to Unit question may the army doctors time to look the
gence of friends or upon a inheri
the guillibility of the people is shown. not be, we fancy, simply overawing, men over and correct their defects.
tance of money that some one else
Instead, if It is even planned that (examinations
Now comes the story of the man who as many will assume.
has earned, he might as well make up
has been selling for $10 per share, the teachings of religion mean any and advice la1 continued after the
his mind that failure is to be graven
stock in the League of Nations. Ho thing in human history, they mean campers return home.
upon the headstone that marks his
of course can be prosecuted, but prob that things are not as they should
The Plattsburg idea is as familiar
life-career.
A good many people w ho like t e a
ably not on the strength of the be be and might be in this manhandled
to tin- public as is the name of its
lief of many that he was overcharg world- mean, too, that the Almighty
or coffee find that tea and coffee
chief supporter and (exponent, Leon
There is but one rule of strict mor
ing. That wouldn’t be possible out in has been doing his utmost, century
ard Wood. In its simplest terms, it
ality that a man can adopt. That
don’t like them .
Chicago, which appears to have been after century, to teach and induce
is that as many male citizens as
would be to live as pure and perfect
men and women to order their life,
the scene of his activities.
possible should have tin* basic train
a life as he would have his wife live,
He appears to have slipped one their world, on a right basis. And
ing for military service, and that
to avoid associations, habits and
little cog. however, in that he ap the progress of mankind is a huge1
this can be adequately given in short
language that he would have her
parently interpreted the corporation demonstration---never more o v e r 
periods of intensive training under
avoid. The old idea of one scale of
laws to mean that by incorporating, whelming than in the cataclysm of
expert supervision.
In 191k two
morals for the man and another for
he escaped personal liability and for recent years that religion is right,
the woman is very wrong and until
that reason called it the League of and Andrew Carnegie's finding is true
the young man is ostracised from so
Nations, Incorporated. The escape to things as they now are in thi BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R
ciety by the same act that would
does not seem to be in line with his world of ours.
TIME
TABLE
turn the young woman out in the
interpretation, for he is within the
C o r r e c t e d to M a y 9, 1921
cold world, social standing is but a
PLATTSBURG AGAIN
f u r n is h e s a s a t is f y in g '
grasp of the lawr and his escape from
T r a m s Daily Exce pt Sunday
farce.
The Blattsburg idea, tie* idea of
Eastern Standard Ti me
captivity seems far in the very dim
c u p — w ith ou t irrita tin g
voluntary training for army service,
From H O U L T O N
future.
n e r v e s o r d igestion .
It isn’t the amount of religion a
In the meantime, confiding and in- ; has been made by Congress a defin 8.10 a. m - F or Fo-t Fairfield, Caribou.
man has that makes him good and
Thousands
who have made
L i m e s t o n e a n d V a n Ru r e n .
nocent, though foolish people have ; ite part of the military establish
F
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n
g
o
r
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P
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r
t
l
a
n
d
and
9.i:
fits him for heaven; it is the amount
the change keep on w it h
some very handsome specimens of ment of the United States. This
Boston.
he uses. Long prayers and loud pro
■For A s h l a n d . Fo r t K e n t , St
the stock printing art with which to summer, for the first time in five 11
P o s tu m b e c a u s e it’s b e t 
fessions do not count; but the man
years, Citizens' Military Training
F r a n e j s , i l so W a s h b u r n , P r e s 
paper their summer cottages.
t e r fo r th e m .
who loves his fellowmen and fellowq u e Isle, V a n R u r e n via Sipia
Camps will be held in each of tin*
Pa
n
a
n
d
M
a
p
l
e
t
o
n
.
women, who ministers to the afflicted
nine corps areas of the country,
Fo-- ( I r e - n v i i l e , B a n g o r , Port - j
GRADUATION PLANS
and wears a smile for all, including
and lO.oiiu young men. between the i.to p
l and an 1 B o s t o n .
j
Innumerable
schools
are
now
planj
his wife and children, who never
ages of 16 and
will have the op 6.L'6 p. rn. - F o r B a n g o r , P o r t l a n d a n d )
Sold by all grocers
kicks the dog when he ought to kick ning for exercises for graduation of |portunity of four weeks’ military
B ost on Buffet Sl eepi ng C;c i
C ar ib o u to Bost on.
j
himself, who speaks well of people their senior classes, and for exhibi- ;: training at the government's ex
Made by Postum Cereal Co.,Inc,
Battle Creek,Mich.
.1-' P m F o r Ft. Fai r f i el d. V a n R u r e n j
when their backs are turned, and tions that shall conclude the year’s |pense.
Du e
HOULTON
under all circumstances keeps an even work. The cost of graduation has j It is predicted that the majority 8 31
m - ..F r o m B o s t o n , P o r t l a n d , B a n - |
mind—that man doesn’t have to die been one reason why many people ( of the candidates will In* between
gor .
Buffet S l eepi ng Bostor j
to Car i l e. u.
|
to go to heaven. He gets to feeling fail to send their children through 1the ages of 16 and 19. Men of ill
rn.— F r o m
Van
Ruren,
Caribou j
happy all the time as a matter of school, particularly their daughters, j and over presumably saw service in 9.09
a n d Fort. Fai r f i el d.
|
habit, and he takes all the dispen Where a girl must have two hand the World War. Unless they an* Iz
rn. - F r o m B o s t o n . P o r t l a n d , B a n - j
some
dresses
in
order
to
make
a
;
sations of life with philosophical sat
g o r a n d ( I r eenv i l i e.
j
homesick for army life, it is not
Is your C a r b u 1
H
good showing, besides gloves and fans
m
F r o m S: . F r a n c e s , Ft. Ke n t , j
. 10
isfaction.
likely that they will feel tin* need
al s o V a n Hurt'll, W a s h b u r n ‘
and flowers and rings and pictures : of further military training so soon.
P r e s q u e Isle, via S q u a P a n .
i
When a young couple start out in and engraved invitation and no end This is especially true since the 5.21 p. m - F r o m V a n Hur on, L i m e s t o n e :
of
fussy
details,
it
is
a
big
burden
on
life together and they really love |
C a r i b o u F o r t Fai r f i el d.
i
summer’s camps of 1921 an* to give
Fr ont B o s t o n , P o r t l a n d an d
.ns o
each other sincerely, there is one J the backs of a hard working family. the lowest of three courses of in
Bangor
i
other thing, next to good health, that j Frequently the families of slender struction, the Red Course, provid
mpi ete i nf ormat ioi
T i m e tables g iv ing
means
have
spent
just
as
much
as
Is needed to make a continuous happy j
ing tin* basic training for military m a y be a b t a i n e d at t i c k e t otiices.
life, and that Is good financiering, j others. They hated to admit any lift*. Future summers will see the
Whatever it is, is it working well? If not, bring it
GKO. M. H O U G H T O N ,
1
Without this quality love will soon ! inferiority. The girl of wealth might White and Blue Courses established, General P a s s e n g e r A ge n t. Bangor, Ma ine |
be
indifferent
to
expenditure,
because
in and have it adjusted by a carburetor man.
We
fade away and disagreement follow.!
What causes so many divorce suits? she could wear handsome gowns on
sell and stock all parts for the Rayfield and have
!linrni!!T!T!!!KI!ll':
Bad financiering. Some of our best many occasions. But it was the poor
man who spent part of the winter at the factory.
and brightest citizens are among our girl’s one chance to make a splurge,
poorest managers and consequently, and she proposed to go the limit.
An Old Family
('ompoundfhI of penetrating oils and j
School authorities ought to stop
have difficulties to battle with during
healing gums, a natural remedy that |
Doctor’s
Favorite
that
kind
of
thing.
Graduating
exer
life. Therefore, good management and
goes straight to the sore spot.
j
Prescription
saving qualities, together with good cises should be made simple and
BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
character, are essential points to be i democratic, so that they should he no
Bangor Street Service Station
observed by young men and women, barrier to the family of small means.
is one of the most effective remedies
The plan for having girls make
equally well by husband and wife in
known. No drugs or alcohol safe for
their
own clothes for graduation h a s
children. Always keep a bottle ready
order to maintain prosperity and con
for
sudden attacks. Sold everywhere.
been
adopted
in
many
schools.
Such
tentment.
[HIHIimiUltllllHMM
h i m i u 1111 h 1111 m 111»111111 m i m i m n 1 m 111 m n n 111
an idea could be well recommended
to
the
young
folks.
Girl
graduates
PERSONALITIES
Keep clear of personalities in gen- thus attired would win admiration for
eral conversation. Talk of things, their skill and initiative and common
objects, thoughts.
The
smallest sense, more than they would ever get
Was "hin, No Appetite, Had Swollen Lips, Stomach Pains, Itching Nose
JL

HOULTON TIMES

Is Y ou r M eal
tim e D r in k
\ b u r F rie n d ?

Nervousness, sleeplessness or
disturbed digestion is proof.

Postum Cereal

There’s a Reason

-

. K a y n e ld

If N o t - W h y N o t ?

For Throat and Lung Trouble

H ib b a rd B ros. C om pan y

Father Found Two-YearOld Boy Very Sick

1

I

r

Build 9

nwBzsecaeaarxmagiMr'nn

Miracle Double Air Space Cement Blocks, the world's
greatest

underpining

material — also

Crescent Cement Bricks that have

been

proven to be far superior to any clay

the

famous

tested

and

brick made

They fully nuicli all requirements of the standard spe
cifications for brick; furthermore, when you buy 1000
or 100,000 you buy no batts.
standard size 2^ x 4 x S.

They are of the full

If you are going to build it

will pay you to look me up and see this material before

Hard and Soft W ood

investing money elsewhere.

of cement walks, monolitic concrete foundations and
basement floors.

Phoae 11$ or
159

Get our prices before
you buy. W e are
now delivering

Old, ugly looking concrete window

stools and lintels which have been built by inexperienc
ed workmen faced with a beautiful sparkling granite
face and guaranteed to stay as long as the back work
lasts

G.
Richards & Bennett

I also make a specialty

W. VanTasse 1
C O N C R E TE CO N TR A C TO R

Tel. 57-11

Weeks S t

Houlton

f A hirdy woodsman and enthusiastic The three generations of Lanes have
( fisherman, Joseph K. Lam*, of Lin- been kept healthy by using it."
! coin, Maine, has a very interesting
Symptoms of Worms: Offensive
! record to report. He writes: "As a breath, swollen upper lip, deranged
hoy, -.hirty-seven years ago. I began stomach, occasional pains about the
to tale Dr. True’s Elixir. Once after navel, pale face, eyes heavy and dull,
six m mths hauling logs, I came out of twitching eyelids, itching of the nos©
, the woods and found my two-year-old and rectum, short dry cough, grinding
hoy very sick. He was thin, had no of the teeth, red points on the tongue,
j appetite, had swollen lips, pains in starting during sleep, slow fever,
istonuich, an itching nose, was suffer- constipation.
|ing from constipation, for months.
'
“ I had not been in the house an
hour when an elderly lady—a good
neighbor came in and told my wife
to get a bottle of Dr. True’s Elixir,
saying she had seen numbers of simi
lar cases which it had relieved.
“ Mv boy was given a half dozen j
doses of Elixir when lie passed a lot
of liti.le worms, and right away began
to sh >w improvement; he began soon I
to e a . with a relish, play around and
look healthy. He did not have to take
a full bottle, and in later years, when- J
ever he got off his feed, a few doses
would straighten him out quick.
i
“ W ien I get constipated, a couple j
of teaspoons of Dr. True’s Elixir fix
me O K.
“ My son is grown up now and has !
a family of six children, and he has
practically raised his family on Dr.
MJUTrue’i! Elixir. The children go out
JOSEPH K. LANE
and get hold of something not good
for Hem. It’s hard to watch all the
Nearly every grown up and every
children, and so when they eat some child needs a Laxative. The fond
thing they shouldn’t and get sick, the parents safeguard the health of their
Elixir is given and the family is put children by keeping their bowels in
in good shape again.
condition. In Dr. True’s Elixir only
“ I hare read in the papers you pure herbs are used. No harmful
have to take a half dozen bottles of drugs. Keep the bowels regular by
some remedies, but you don’t have to using Dr. True’s Elixir. At all deal
do this with Dr. True’s Elixir. Sim- ers. 3 sizes. Buy the larger size.
ply a few doses and then quick relief. —Adv.

HOULTON

Permits issued by the Department death and, emerging from his seclu
of Agriculture in 1920 for the im sion, has resumed his former habits
portation of foxes into the United of superintending the work on his
DIAMOND
States from Canada totalled 805, as place, according to the Petit Journal’s
ft
compared with 335 in 1919. Here correspondent in Doom, who, after
again it is impossible to ascertain an investigation, reports that the
the exact number of foxes coming in, Kaiser is suffering from phobia over
L A D IE S f
A r t your l»ruRffi*t for CHI CHES T E R S
for the reason that many are brought responsibility for the war.
D IA .\ J < ...............
“ A belief that he is being persecut- j Gold
in for exhibition purposes and then
! R ib b o n ,
ed
is manifesting itself in numerous j Om^rist
returned to Canada.
The number of silver-black foxes in writings which the world will have ® t ' A S g . r'fPVt'S^ * i ' l f ab ~
Canada in 1919 is given in a prelimi some day and he is reading all the SOLD BY A L L DRUGGISTS
nary report of the Dominion Bureau published works on the subject of
EVERYWHERE
tT
rIM
i eI
d
of Statistics as 6,433, with animals responsibility for the war,” the cor
(COPY)
valued at $3,013,115, not including respondent says of the Kaiser. “ When
equipment. There were 2,020 pelts j one of these works seems to contain
STATE OF MAINE
sold at a total valuation of $482,364. an argument in his favor the one
These figures, it is said, are nearly time Emperor orders numerous copies AROOSTOOK, SS.
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT
correct as it is possible to obtain, but of it, which he sends to all intollectJenness Land Company
it is thought that there are undoubted- mils in the vicinity ot Doom.
Ibis
vs
ly many more foxes in Canada than ho did lately with a book by Dr.
Richard Wheatland;
Wiehte
of
Leipsic.
Some
of
his
reported.
Sada L. Coe
frien Is also have received copies of
Hugh R. Chaplin
certain American reviews which have
George W. Banton
SAYS KAISER NOW HAS
Charles A. Potter
been published since March 20 and
Trustees under the will
PHOBIA OF PERSECUTION which pretend to reveal secret corof Thomas U. Coe
The Kaiser lias recovered from his resp< ndenee of different allied Foreign
American Realty Company:
/
Samuel F. Hersey Land Company:
first grief following the Kaiserin’s .Ministers.
Edith P. Lunt:
Henry Prentiss:
Ida E. Hindi: '
Geneva Hindi:*,
. Stanley J. Hindi:
1 Etta M. Blake, sole surviving
Trustee under the will of William A.
i Martin:
' Gilbert V. Pennock:
i Leonard A. Pierce:
Justin C. Rose:
i
James C. Madigan:
; Alice F. Lawlis
1
To the Honorable Justice of the
Supreme Judicial Court, next to De
held at Caribou in and for the County
! of Aroostook on the first Tuesday of
1September next.
Respectfully
represents
Jenness
Land Company, a corporation duly
organized and existing under the laws
of the State of Maine, located and
having its principal office at Bangor
in the County of Penobscot and in the
said State of Maine, that it is seized
|in fee simple and as tenant in common
and undivided of and to a certain
township of land in said Aroostook
County, being one-half (y2) in eom: mon and undivided of township number
! eleven (11) in the fourteenth (14)
j Range of towns west of the east line
; of the said State of Maine.
! Tha your petitioner is the owner as
S j aforesaid with; Richard Wheatland of
I I Topsfield in the Commonwealth of
- |Massachusetts who is seized of fifteen
j one hundred forty-fourths (15-144) in
! common and undivided; Sada L. Coe,
Hugh R. Chaplin. George W. Banton,
Charles A. Potter, all of said Bangor,
3
Trustees under the will of Thomas U.
Coe, who ps Trustees are seized of
|fifteen one hundred forty-fourths
(15-144) in common and undivided;
j American Realty Company of Port, land, in the County of Cumberland in
: said State of Maine, which is seized
of one-eighth (1-S) in common and un|divided: Samuel F. Hersey Land
LmbfarttfSctiufaftott
Company of said Bangor, which is
seized of one-eighth (1-8) in common
------------------ Q >
a ml undivided. Edith P. Lunt of
Poche-ter. in the State of New York,
v.io is seized of one forty-eighth (1-48)
i: common and undivided; Henry
Prentiss of said Bangor who is seized
of one-fifth of one forty-eighth (1-5 of
The Sh;e-t;i Limited L i h.• fast t train (ravelin 4 over the 751 miles o
1-48» in common and undivided; Ida E.
-rt land
magnificent track between San Eram-i.-e
Hindi of said Bangor who is seized
time ever mady by this train
But I’m iek clipped 44 minute- off trie 1
: of one-third of one-fifth of one forty•eighth (1-3 of 1-5 of 1-48) in common
j M- r t er r ned t h i remarliaidA - ..... f.rjl I’.uiek <'.>upc "i! ,1armarx 7th a n d
and undivided: Geneva Hindi of said
l
i
n
e
m
o
u
n
t
a
i
n
r
o
a
d
a
m
feat.
< ' e i a i u e r i n g I !'< >/.el
Bangor who is seized of one-third of
};,• r;i e! eri -■t je jnluiitd p o w e r
re. Iluiek
one-fifth of one forty eighth (1-3 of
nid re!iaI 11v
dura n
15 of 1-lSi in common and undivided;
The time of 29 hours. It’, minutes has neve]- been equaled in a trip m land
Stanley J. Hindi of Danforth in the
County of Washington in the said
between these two Pacific (’oast cities.
St ato of Maine who is seized of oneSince Ja n u a ry first, re g u lar e q u ip m e n t on all models includes cord tires
third of one-fifth of one forty-eighth
(1-3 of 1-5 of 1-48) in common and un
divided: Etta M. Blake of Houlton in
: said County of Aroostook,sole surviv' ing Trustee under the will of William
A. Martin, who as Trustee is seized
HOULTON, MAINE
1of two-fifteenths of one forty-eighth
: (2-15 of 1-4S) in common and undividBETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM
! ed; Gilbert V. Pennock of said Houl! ton who is seized of two-fifteenths of
j one forty-eighth (2-15 of 1-48) in
|common and undivided; Leonard A.
j Pierce of said Portland who is seized
j of two-fifteenths of one forty-eighth
; (2-15 of 1-48) in common and undivid' ed; Justin C. Rose of said Houlton
who is seized of one-fifteenth of one
forty-eighth (1-15 of 1-48) in common
, and undivided; James C. Madigan of
I said Houlton who is seized of onefifteenth of one forty-eighth (1-15 of
i 1-48) in common and undivided; Alice
F. Lawlis of said Houlton who is seiz
ed of one-fifteenth of one forty-eighth
(1-15 of 1-48) in common and undivid
ed: and that your petitioner desires
to hold its said interest in said town
in severalty.
Wherefore it prays that notice may
be given to the above named defend
ants and also that notice may be or
dered on all persons unknown, com
missioners appointed and its said in
terest set out to it to be held in fee
and in severalty.
The Public Lots in said township
have not been located.
May 14, 1921.
Jenness Land Company, by
Richard S. Dow, President.

help to swell the total cords of the representing a value in animals and
cut. Men who would cut that kind of equipment estimated at $4,279,830,
stuff will object to such legislation as according to reports to the Bureau of
I am suggesting, but, I am firmly of
Biological Survey, United States De
the opinion that it must come if
Something more than fine words, Maine’s forests are to be preserved partment of Agriculture. All re
high sounding platitudes and resolu and she is to remain a lumber State.” ports have not yet been received, and
tions are needed to save the forests
Water Power Vitally Interested
conservative estimates place t h e
of Maine.
Others present while not all in number of silver-black foxes in this
Such was the remark of a man close- j acc0rd with this sentiment said that
ly interested to the lumbering indus undoubtedly there was much merit in country at from 5,000 to 6,000. Some
try of Maine recently when a party the proposition. Then the man who ranchmen estimate the number as
of men were talking about the had outlined this idea, continued:
high as 10,000.
forestry situation of the State. This
‘‘There is still another side of it.
Statistics of tin1 fox ranching busi
man said that while it was proper to We have heard much in recent years ness indicate that fox raising in the
take all precautions against fire in afoout the conservation and protection United States, especially in the north
the woods, that alone would not save 0f Maine’s water powers and Governor ern tier of States, is rapidly becoming
the forests, that there was something g axter has a water power program an important industry. The informa
more needed.
which he is advocating and which is tion sought has to do chiefly with the
“ You can extend the fire warden attracting widespread attention. In location and number of ranchos, num
service, cover the north woods with passing I want to say that while there ber of foxes and money invested.
a net work of telephone wires, and is much in this, I am not in full accord
Prince Edward Island, Panada, is
“place a lookout station on every with the Governor’s plan. I feel that regarded as the centre of the in
nubble and then its won’t save the it must be modified and be made dustry.
Many foxes are bred in
woods of Maine—it will simply serve practical. That, however, is another captivity in a great number of states,
to delay the date of final deforestra- problem, but if steps are not taken including Maim'. Ne’w Hampshire.
tion,” declared he.
to protect these forests, to save these Vermont, Massachusetts. New York.
"What is the answer,” asked one of trees and along the lines which I Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Wis
those who formed the group.
have indicated Governor Baxter or consin,
Minnesota,
Illinois,
Iowa.
“ That is a practical question and any other Governor of Maim' in, not Montana. Idaho, Oregon, Washington,
the answer must be a practical one,” so very many years won’t have any (’olorado and California, and
in
said the other, “ and I can only see water powers to fuss about,
Alaska. It is probable that there are
one thing. It may not be the right
“ Without our forests to act as a other states in which fox farming is
one, but it is what I think meets the storage basin, for the woods are the carried on.
condition. We must have a new natural reservoirs of the water
Officials say it is difficult to obtain
brand of legislation in this State, supply, our rivers will dwindle into authentic information because sonm
Instead of devoting it all to making naked arid ways, so to speak. There ranchers decline to fill out and n
laws regarding forest fires, we've got won’t he enough water in the Pen- tur n the questionnairs sent to them.
to make a few statutes for the increas- obscot above Bangor to float a ship, Many ranchers who volunteer inform
ing of forests, or else the fire wardens let alone running the grinders of the ation report it in such a manner that
won’t have anything to watch in a many pulp mills along the river,
it is sometimes difficult to interpret.
few years.
“ If you think I am exaggerating, Then, too, in addition to raising silver“ The Maine Legislature must even- just make a visit back to the old black foxes some ranchers keep red
tually, as 1 see it, enact laws regulat-, farm and look at the brook you used and cross foxes, skunks, martens and
Ing the cut of timber in the State. I to fish as a boy. I tell you that you muskrats. The amount of money in
agree that such a proposition sounds will find it is much smaller; that it vested and reported, therefore, in
drastic, but it will come. We must is just a rivulet now instead of a such cases naturally covers the whole
forbid the cutting of trees under a brook and if you go hunting around, project, making it impossible to allot
certain size and we must enforce that you will find that the woods which the correct amount for breeding silverlaw! Until that is done the annual in those other days were the source black foxes.
cut of Maine will greatly exceed the of its headwaters, have been cut
Some ranchers hoard foxes for
yearly production of trees. With this i away, by the farmers either for fire other breeders, which also add- to
must come, also, a program of refore- wood, or to get the pulp wood out the difficulty of getting correct
in
stration; that is, we must take steps or by the portable mill men for the formation. These facts, it is said,
to
nroduce aa nnew
cropv of spruce and
lumber which they contained. Which-, s_h o u l.d, ,b e ,b o r n e m m.i n ,d . m d,e t.e r m i :
iu
ew
,
nine
on
those
lands
which
a
misguid-1
ever may have done it. the results,
. . the
.
, ot ..
, ,,
..
piue uu muse
°
! mg
value
the tollowum
figure
Ad
nolicv
in
the
past
has
permitted
will
have
been
the
same,
the
land
will
e a puiicj in m e
r
c o ncernin g silver-black luxes. ,,,,
I lies
heine
striDDed
so
that
in
the
years
be
denuded,
its
water
storing
capacity
i
.. .
oemg sinppeu, ™
figures are preliminary:
to come, a crop of lumber may be lessened and your old brook ruined. ,
harvested from them.
“ And that is exactly what cutting
Will Be Opposition
off the forests up in the great north“ I am fully cognizant of the fact era part of the State is doing to
that there will be opposition to such a "your rivers and will continue to so
(L
program. It will come, not so much do until the forests are gone and the
from landowners, as I view it, as from water powers become a joke. Mark
operators. My reason for taking this what I am saying to you!”
view is the knowledge that some ownera of wild lands are already awake FOX BREEDING IN U. S.
to the vital need of such legislation
NOW A BIG INDUSTRY
and are anticipating it by inserting a
fmkkmcfSatafuim
Approximately
4.849 silver-black
limit for trees to be cut when giving
stumpage permits. Such owners will foxes are being bred in captivity in
<9
fight legislation of this character only the United States on 215 fox ranches.

MAINE FORESTS AND
WATER POWER MUST
GO HAND IN HAND
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The Houlton Ice & C o a l Co.
have started their Ice teams
and will make deliveries to
any part of the town.
O ffice Hamilton - Burnham
Block. Tel. 86-M or 104-12

j

Alton C. Titcomb

BUICK.

because they might not agree as to
the size of trees at which a stop shall
be made. This would be a matter of
detail, only, and could be adjusted
without serious trouble.
“ The operators have a different
idea,” he continued. “With them the
more trees which can be taken off
an acre, the cheaper their winter’s
cut will be harvested. When in get
ting pulp wood, they can cut trees
which won’t give more than four or
five inches diameter at the butt,
while it may take more to give a
cord, they won’t have to chop over
so large an area to get their total
winter’s cut.
j
“Cutting this way practically strips 1
the land. This sort of cutting is j
very noticable in those sections out-1
side the so-called wild lands where J
pulp operators are in progress. Some
of the sticks one sees would scarcely
make good fence posts and never
could be used as supports for ham
mocks, yet they are being cut and

DAYS OF DIZZINESS
Come to Hundreds of Houlton People
There are days of dizziness;
j
Spells of headache, languor, back-j
ache;
j
Sometimes rheumatic pains;
Often urinary disorders.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are especially
for kidney ills. Ask your neighbor! ,
Endorsed in Houlton by grateful
friends and neighbors. Ask your
neighbor!
Mrs. Mary Pelkey, 42 North St.,
Houlton, says: “ I had been feeling 1
run down and miserable for nearly i
a year and at first I didn’t know what
was the matter with me until my
kidneys began to show signs of dis
order. I had awful dizzy spells espec- i
ially when I would stoop forward and
everything would turn black * before j
me. My rest was broken at night by [
the bad backaches. I arose feeling
more tired than before going to bed.
I saw Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised
highly o I decided to go to Munro’s
Drug Store and get three boxes.
When I had finished taking them, the
troubles were ended.”
,
60c, at all dealers. Foster-Milburn
Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

Beating the Southern Pacific’s Fasted Limited

SPRING AILMENTS
Impure Blood, Humors,— Relief in
a Good Medicine.
•Spring ailments are due to im
pure, thin, devitalized blood.
Among them are pimples, boils,
other eruptions, catarrh, rheuma
tism, loss of appetite, that tired
feeling, nervousness and “all run
down” conditions.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla combines the
roots, barks, herbs, berries and
other medicinals that have been
found in many years of intelligent
observation to be most effective in
the treatment of these ailments.
Successful physicians prescribe
the same ingredients for diseases of
the blood, stomach, liver and kid
neys, and in cases where alterative
and tonic effects are needed.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the spring
medicine that purifies, enriches and
revitalizes your blood, increasing
power of resistance to disease.
F o r a laxative take Hood’s Pills/

FRED E. HALL COMPANY

WHEN

Maine’s Great Sunday Newspaper

S r lw v a m

to be made available f o r -------------------

I

Aroostook County R eaders

W ith complete news service on the day o f its issue

(Copy)

HinitmiiHini

(L. S.)

S ix C e n t s
O rd e r Early
o f your dealer

Six C e n t s
aiiiiii min n mmm nmmi mi mi ii ii mi ii 111nn ii ii mu i mn fn mi tmu i mmmi ii 111rm mmi um~

I

^HE news of the world up to the minute
by full Associated Press Service plus
Philadelphia Public Ledger f o r e i g n
news Specials —Sports news assembled
and prepared by experts.
Comic
Supplement featuring favorites of the
children and grown-ups.
Illustrations
as carried by no other paper in all these
departments, as well as in making more
interesting the pages carrying stories of

Our Own State and
Its People

Joseph P. Fur Furo, at the Snell House, Distribution Agent
Lloyd Fields, is Distribution Agent for Island Falls
Mark McDonald, is Distribution Agent, for Smyrna Mills
Kenneth Armstrong is Distribution Agent for Oakfield

for Houlton

STATE OF MAINE
Aroostook, ss
Supreme Judicial Court, in vacation
Houlton. May 19, A. D., 1921
Upon the foregoing petition it is or
dered:
That, the petitioner cause an attest
ed copy thereof and of this order, to
be served on the defendants therein
named fourteen days at least prior to
the first Tuesday of September A. D.
1921, that they may then appear before
our said Court then to be holden at
Caribou in and for our said County of
Aroostook and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
Service shall be made by an officer
duly authorized to serve civil pro
cesses in the place of service. It is
further ordered that notice,be given
to all persons interested therein but
unknown to the petitioner, by publish
ing an attested copy of this petition
with this order thereon once a week
for three successive weeks in the
Houlton Times a newspaper printed
and published in Houlton in said
County, the last publication to be at
least thirty days before said first
Tuesday of September, 1921, in order
that they may then and there appear
and show cause if any they have why
the prayer of said petition should not
be granted.
Leslie C. Cornish,
Chief Justice Sup. Jud Court
A true copy of Petition and order of
Court thereon.
Attest:
Michael M. Clark
Clerk
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the East Branch and Burnt Land
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
Brook; Palmer Brook, Trueworthy
CLASSIFIED ADS
Brook, Allen Brook or Marshall Brook For Sale—4 weeks old pigs Tel 521-3.
Buy Alarm Clocks at Osgood’s and
tributaries to Prestile Stream, so-call
122
save money.
ed, in Westfield; or in the inlet stream
of Squawpan Lake or in the East For Sale— One heavy dump cart suit
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Why pay big prices for Diamonds
branch of said inlet stream above
able for farm or road work
Tel
while Osgood is in business. See
Whereas Ina Coffin and Orrin S. Thomas Thibodeau’s lower landing; 329-2.
him.
Coffin, both of Ashland, in the county or in Whitney Brook, or Beaver Dam
of Aroostok and State of Maine, by Brook, so-called, a tributary to Mat- For Sale— Dry mill wood, truck
Osgood's Hand Made Wedding Rings
their mortgage deed dated November tawamkeag Lake, or in any of the
delivery, Drew-Gerow Co., Tel. 328-42
are 14 Kt. Solid Gold and Seamless.
24, 1916, and recorded in the Aroos tributaries, wherever situated, to said or 328-23.
4i 9p
took Registry of Deeds in Vol. 293 brook; or in Trout Brook in Weston,
Farmers should keep their accounts
Page 316, conveyed to Herbert E. or in Carlton Brook or Wyman Brook, Coupons for typewriter ribbons may
from day to day and use the account
be exchanged at the TIMES office books sold at the TIMES office.
Coffin all their right, title and interest tributaries to Mattaseunk Lake, which
for
any
machine.
in and to lot numbered one (1) in lake is situated in Molunkus, an un
said town of Ashland, Aroostook organized township; or in Dyer Brook,
Typewriter Ribbons for all Machines
county, Maine, containing sixty (60) a tributary to tile West Branch of Chester pigs for sale, one lot 4 weeks
as well as Carbon Paper made by
old
and
5
months
shoats.
Cecil
acres more or less according to the Mattawamkeag River, except the
Webster—There’s none better. Call
220p or send to TIMES Office.
survey of said town of Ashland. Also portion of said brook which is in the McGinley, 4( 9-5.
certain other land situated in said town of Island Falls.
A Valued Subscriber says “Every time For Sale— One Watson Db Action
town of Ashland described as follows,
Special Regulations
that I have used these columns for
Power Sprayer, one Iron Age Culti
to wit: Beginning at the junction of
No person shall take, catch or kill selling articles, they have been suc vator, one Hoover Potato Digger, all
the State Road, so-called and the any frogs at any time in Big F'ish cessful.” Try them.
! in good conditions at a bargain. Tel.
Aroostook River, thence southerly Lake, Portage Lake, Square Lake,
T-------- |329-3.
320p
along said State Road to the junction Eagle Lake, Long Lake, Soldier Pond Subscriptions for any ~
Magazine or j _________________________________
of the County road leading to The or in any of the tributaries to said
Newspaper may be
at the ! Girls Wanted for Clothes Pin Factory
Ashland Company’s mill; thence east lakes or pond, except for domestic use TIMES Office, where the left
lowest price
at Davidson. Good wages and steady
erly along said County road six (6) in the family of the person taking the can be obtained.
work.
Inquire at office of Summit
rods to a stake and stone; thence same.
Lumber Company, Houlton or write
464 424 452 418 1758
northerly and parallel with said State
Lost,
Sunday,
May
29th,
between
Ft.
Section 2
to above Company at Davidson.
tf
Evening game:
road to said Aroostook River; thence
Fairfield and Mars Hill, one set of
Provided, however, that in all of
EVERYBODY SEES A
westerly along said Aroostook river the above named waters in Aroostook Weed tire chains, one jack and other
Dux
Book No. 17189 issued by the
CHANGE IN FATHER six (6) rods more or less to place of County which are closed to fishing auto tools. Fender please notify this Bank
414
77 96 83 76 82
Lunt
Houlton
Savings Bank is reported
beginning; with the buildings there or on which there are special regula office.
222p lost, and this notice is given, as re
227
80 77 70 — —
Nason
on. Meaning and intending the sajne tions on fishing, it shall be lawful to
quired by law, that a duplicate book
496 Grateful Son Says His Father Looks land deeded to them by Nathaniel S.
116 100 100 98 82
Kelso
take smelts and other bait fish and For Sale—Job printing office in vicini may be issued. L. O. Ludwig, Treas.
ty
of
Portland
established
27
years,
337
Like
Different
Man
Since
Taking
—
78
89
91
Coffin by his deed dated February 12, suckers as provided in Section 26 of
79
Mitchell
May 11, 1921.
320
1908, recorded in said Registry.
Tanlac
80 81 78 82 83 404
Orcutt
Chapter 219 of the Public Laws of doing excellent business. Sell on
account of death of owner. Price
And whereas the said Herbert E 1917, as amended.
178
— — — 81 97
Fullerton
reasonable. Address Box 116, West For Sale— Farm 130 acres, 14 cows,
Coffin by his assignment dated Nov
“
My
Father
has
suffered
from
—
Section
3
heifers, and young stock farming
78
78
— — —
Rogers
brook,
Me.
122
ember 29, 1916, recorded
in said
It shall also be unlawful for any
tools, harness, etc. Good 9 room two
chronic stomach trouble for over Registry in Vol. 283, Page 230, assign
person to have in possession at any Ladies— Houlton consumes $5 0 00 story house, 4 fireplaces, large barn,
432 445 420 415 422 2134 twenty years and has paid out thou ed said mortgage, and the debt there time any kind of fish taken in viola
worth of domestic thread annually. healthful location, fine view, on State
by
secured
to
the
Houlton
Savings
sands
of
dollars
for
medicines
and
tion of any provision of these regula As our agent this volume of business Road, 6 miles from Freeport. A. K.
Fredericton
Bank.
tions.
433 doctors,” said G. W. Slayton, a wellwould net yen $2500. Are you willing Perry, Tel. 29-5, R. F. D. 2, Lisbon
91 99 84 73 86
Paynter
Now, therefore, the condition of
Section
4
known
Cobb
County
farmer,
living
a
to
investigate? Send name and ad Falls, Me. Local manager for Thurs449
84 84 87 101 93
Klerstead
said mortgage is broken, by reason
Whoever violates any provision of dress and we will forward particulars. ton-Bickford Co., Auburn, Maine.
short
distance
out
of
Atlanta,
Ga.
whereof
said
Houlton
Savings
Bank
348
79
—
89 104 76
Pldgeon
these Rules and Regulations shall
121
We tried nearly everything trying claims a foreclosure of the same, and pay a tine of not less than ten nor Bon Ton Sales Co.. 28 Washington St.,
501
94 108 97 101 101
Brewer
Haverhill,
Mass.
122p
more than thirty dollars, and costs
466 to cure him and he went off to the gives this notice for that purpose.
104 84 98 94 86
Staples
Houlton, Maine, Mav 24, 1921.
LAWS TO BE ENFORCED
of
prosecution, for each offense; and
Springs,
thinking
maybe
the
water
—
67
67
c a f ;u o f t h a n k s
— — —
Asten
HOULTON SAVINGS BANK
in
addition
thereto
1 dollar for each j
Again the public is notified
might help him but it just looked like
We wish to thank our many friends
By its Attorneys,
fish taken, caught, killed or had in
Doherty & Tompkins possession in violation of any provi-' for their deeds of service and their th a t every and all laws regard
462 479 442 448 433 2264 nothing would reach his trouble. 322
kind expressions of sympathy in our
Then he tried dieting and lived on
sion of these reg ilations.
j recent bereavement.
ing automobiles and driving,
Section 3
j
liquid food until he almost starved,
STATE OF MAINE
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Scott
Nevers
both state laws and town ordi
All rub's and regulations of the |
PARIS COCAINE FIENDS
PUBLIC NOTICE
but even that failed to do him any
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Thompson
Department of Inland Fisheries and i
In
conformity
with
Act
of
the
80th
nances, will be strictly enforced
J.
W.
Tibbetts
and
family
CURED BY SUGGESTION good and he just kept going from bad Legislature. Chapter 204 of the Public Game now in force, affecting fishing j
w
ithout favoritism or partiality
Laws of 1921, the Commissioner of in the waters of Aroostook County, j MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COM
French cocaine fiends are being to worse.
“ I don’t guess there ever was a Inland Fisheries and Game hereby not incorporated in the above Rules
PANY
beginning Monday, May 2. This
cured by auto suggestion, according
Presque Isle, Maine, May 28, 1921
case as stubborn as his and if there promulgates the following Rules and and Regulations are hereby revoked, |
to the Paris police, as result of the
said revocation to become effective 1 The annual meeting of the Aroos includes the driving of an auto
ever was a confirmed dyspeptic he Regulations relating to fishing in July 7th, A. I). 1921.
j took County Patrons Mutual Fire mobile with only one light, stop
discovery that the immediate sensa
Aroostook County, which regulations
was one of them and I guess he would shall take effect on July 7th, A D.,
WILLIS E. PAP SONS.
Insurance Company will be held at
tlon is the same when the ordinary
Commissioner >f Inland Fisheries |the Grange Hall, Houlton, Thursday, ping on the wrong side of the
have been one yet if it hadn’t been 1921. and shall remain in force for a
harmless boric powder is snuffed
and Game June 16th i.t 10.00 o’clock a. m., for street, speeding etc., also th a t
period of 4 years unless sooner re
for this Tanlac.
Augusta. Maine. June 1st, A. D. 1921. the election of Officers and Directors
“ The first we heard of this medicine voked or modified by said Commis
122 and the transaction of any other busi all wagons must carry a light
sioner:
Netlee of First Mooting of Creditors
was when my Father saw an adver
ness that may come before said meet after dark.
Section 1
In the District Court of the United States tisement in the papers from parties
ing.
Ice Fishing Laws
tor the Northern Division of the Dis
Chief of Police.
222
Ernest T. McGlauflin, Sec’y. t f
It shall be lawful to fish through
he knew in Tenessee, who were
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
ONCE
USED—
ALWAYS
USED
friends of his and he knew what they the ice for pickerel at any time, and
In the matter of
|
for protected game fish during the
said about i t was the truth so he got months of February, March and April
Arthur Levine Individually
and as a member of the
it right away and began taking it. of each year, in accordance with the
former partnership of
Well, sir, it acted just like magic— general law of the State, in all the
A. Levine A Son
| In Bankruptcy
$ 1 n .9 5
Buys a 30x3 Tire Guaranteed
everybody notices the change in lakes, ponds, and rivers in Aroostook
Bankrupt. |
county EXCEPT in Ross and Cary
Why, he is just like a lakes in Littleton, Rockabema lake,
To the creditors of said Arthur Levine Father.
as aforesaid of Caribou In the county of different man and sits down to the in Moro Plantation, and Hale, Green,
Aroostook and District aforesaid, bank table and eats like a farm-hand. Only Toteroad Bear Mountain and Bradford
rupt.
yesterday he ate pork and turnips for ponds, in Moro Plantation, in which
Buys a 30x334 Non-Skid T i r e
STA R C H ! A
Notice Is hereby given that on the his dinner and ate so much we were j last named lakes and ponds it shall
he
unlawful
for
any
person
to
fish
21th day of May, A. D., 1921, the said
Guaranteed
nWUOUMlUfiCItfF) JTlff ANDWCS
Arthur Levine as aforesaid was duly ad* actually afraid he was going t o ! for, take, catch or kill any kind of
fflwwwumiuumottnmramgg
Judlcated bankrupt; and that the first over-do the thing but he laughed and fish at any time on or through the
meeting of creditors will be held at the said nothing hurt him now and that I ice.
Waters Closed to all Fishing
•Ace of Bdwln L. Vail, In Houlton, on he was hungry and expected to eat j
k—J.C. HUBDEERBRO’SXO.
Brooks and Streams
gsft NCWHAVtHWH: KiMMLIOWA^
18th day of June, A. D., 1921, at
v
Why pay more elsewhere. Other sizes in proportion
I It shall he unlawful for any person
10.00 o’clock In the forenoon at which and make up for lost time.
“ Now, when a medicine will do to fish for, take, catch or kill any kind
time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, things like that I think people ought of fish at any time in any of the
examine the bankrupt and transact such to know about it and I want to say following named waters: That part
of Presque Isle Stream above Grind Used as cold water or cooked starch
ether business as may properly ceme be
right now that I would not give one stone, in Chapman Plantation, and
with equallv good results
fore said meeting.
bottle of Tanlac for all the other the tributaries, wherever situated, to
Dated at Houlton, May 28th, 1921.
Rear Thomas Barber Shop
J. W. Skehan, Prop’r
EDWIN L. VAIL,
medicines and health resorts in the said Presque Isle Stream EXCEPT
the North Branch of said Stream,
Referee in Bankruptcy. country put together.”
commonly (‘ailed the Mapleton Branch
Tanlac Is sold in Houlton at Munro’s
West End Drug Store; Bridgewater,
CHURCH SERVICES
STATE OF MAINE
Bridgewater Drug Co.; Oakfield, L. A.
Free Baptist
Barker Co.; Ludlow, O. A. Stevens;
BANKING
DEPARTMENT
Ashland, W. C. Bowley.
Rev. F. Clark Hartley, Pastor
The Katahdln Trust Company of
Mooring aervtca at 10.30 A. M.
Patten, in the County of Penobscot,
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
State of Maine, having made applica
In the District Court of the United States
tion to the undersigned for permis
’Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M.
for the Northern Division of the Dis
sion to establish an Agency in the
BSvenlng service at 7.00 P. M.
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
town of Island Falls, County of Aroos
In the matter of
|
Special music by choir.
took, and having furnished satis
J. Douglas Brown
' In Bankruptcy
Choir practice Monday nights.
factory proof of the payment of fee
Bankrupt
[
required by law, to the State Treasur
Tuesday night church prayer and
To the creditors of said J. Douglas
praise Service.
Brown of Fort Fairfield in the county of er.
I hereby designate F'rioay, June
Aroostook, and District aforesaid, bank
10th, 19H, at nine o’clock In the fore
'Church of the Good Shepherd
rupt.
noon (Standard time) and Craig’s
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
Notice is hereby given that on the 28th
Hall in said town of Island F’alls, as
day
of
May,
A.
D.,
1921,
the
said
£ unday Services
the time and place when and where
J. Douglas Brown was duly adjudicated
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
all persons interested in said matter
bankrupt, and that the first meeting of
Also on the first Sunday in the his creditors will be held at the office of may appear and be heard.
I also direct that notice of Hear
month at 10.30
Edwin L. Vail in Houlton on tlnr 18th
ing he given by the petitioners by
day
of
June,
A.
D.,
1921,
at
10
o'clock
'Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30
causing this order to be published
in the forenoon at which time th? said
'Evening Prayer and Sermon at 7
three
times in the Houlton Times, on
creditors may attend, prove their claims
May 25, June 1st, and June 8th, and
Sunday School at noon
apooint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
and transact such other business as may that proof of said publication he pre
sented thereat.
First Baptist
properly c o m e before said meeting.
FRED F. LAWRENCE.
Dated at Houffon, May 28th, TOUT.
’Court St.
Bank Commissioner
EDWIN L. VAIL,
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastorDated at Augusta, Maine, May 19th,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
1921.
321
10.30 morning worship with sermon.
13.00 Bible School with classes for
anen and women.
6:00 Senior C. E. Service
7:00 Song Service followed by ser>moo.
Church prayer meeting, Tuesday
(evening at 7:30.
Choir rehearsal Friday evening at
7:30.
All Seats free.
instead of the drug. It was by the
merest accident that the police learn*
ed this.
(Continued from page 1)
When a suspected cocaine seller
that another war will break out In j was arrested tor distributing packet,
the Balkan, and Brewer will be draft ! of white powder to clients m the
underworld the man called in experts
ed.
to prove that he had not sold the
May 24th, afternoon game:
drug, but had been swindling drug
Houlton
332 fiends, to whom he passed • boric
85 84 77 86
Stone
385 powder at a profit for himself of
112 82 96 95
Dunphy
345 something like 7,000 per cent. His
86 97 88 74
Moir
cleverness won his release with a
334
87 89 73 85
Prugh
372
warning,
but the police promptly
.
102
86i 93! 91
McIntyre
advertised the trick, with the result
that Montmartre is now filled with
456 445 425 442 1768
hundreds
who are eager to sell “ the
Fredericton
real
snow.”
342
83
86
82
91
Paynter
Some of it may be real, but the
342
94 80 84 84
Klerstead
police
are proceeding on the theory
320
87 78 81 74
Garvin
that
most
of it is harmless enough,
402
89
108 88 117
Brewer
and the laugh is on some of the
352
88
84
96
84
Staples
French capital’s most notable drug

BOWLING

takers, who just couldn’t live if they
didn't have their flightly “ pinch” or
“needle.”

o i k

f

10

$13

5;000 Miles

.95

6,000 Miles

Makes Ironing Easy

Houlton Steam Vulcanizing Co.

ELASTIC S T A R C H

The

finest GIire for Small Cars

Goodrich
S O *#

O/lnti-Skid Safety Tread
at the 2 0 %Price Reduction

I t ln

First Congregational Church
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
Morning Worship at 10.30.
Sunday School at 12 o’clock witb
classes for men and women.
Young People’s Meeting at 6 p. m.
Prayermeeting Tuesday evenings at
7.30.
The Ladles* Guild meets Monday even
ings weekly.
The Ladies' Circle meets Wednesday
afternoon* weekly.
The Ladies’ Missionary Society meets
the second Wednnesday of each
month.
Methodist Episcopal
Comer School and Military Streets.
Rev. S. A. Luce, Pastor
10.30 a. m Public Worship with sermon
13.00 m. Sunday School with Organlaad and Gradad Classes for all.
3.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting and
Preparatory Members Class.
CIS p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting
under the auspices of the Epworth
League.
7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service
with vested chorus 1choir
Oonoral prayer meeting at 7.30 every
Tuesday evening.
FIRST CHURCH OF HOULTON
Unitarian
(
Military Stvoet at KeUeran
^
Preaching Service regularly every
at 10.45 a. m.
School, every Sunday at 12:00
Puf||Bt f . Mow*17, Minister
110 Court Strutt
TeL 180-W

Call either
store by
Phone for
Correct
Time

H ere is a 30x3 Jtire, with snappy
black tread and creamy white
sides—clean, trim, splendidly
finished—generously large and
full in size, with the G oodrich
anti-skid safety tread.

n ouncem ent

C. S. Osgood the Jeweler, has
purchased the F'rank Blethen St or?
in Union Sq., Houlton, Maine, and will
continue to conduct both stores so as
to better serve the Public.

This tire will give you m uch
longer mileage, the greatest o f
durability, the utm ost riding
com fort and the fullest satis
faction.

I have secured the Blethen Stock
at greatly reduced prices and will
offer it at from 25 per cent, to 50 per
cent, discount while it lasts.
The two stocks will be merged so
that a good showing of each can be
seen at either the Market Sq., or
Union Sq. Store.

Like all other G ood rich tires
the ” 30x31” is made only in one
quality. It is so thoroughly and
unusually good that its makers
frankly declare it the best tire
ever made for small cars.

The Osgood and Blethen Jewelry
Stocks together make the largest
stock of such Merchandise under one
ownership in the County.
Competent Workmen will be in
charge at the Union Sq. stores as well
as at the Little Store with the Big
Stock, and we will be better able to
attend to the Repairing of Watches
and Jewelry and Special Order work.
Watch this space for further an
nouncements.

C. S. O s g o o d
J e w e l e r

Market and Union Sq.

Goodrich 3 0 x 3 }
antiskid safety tread fabric tire
now available at the
20% Price Reduction which
went into effed M ay 2nd

THE B.F. GOODRICH RUBBER COMPANY
odltron, Ohio
Dealers everywhere are selling Goodrich Silver*
town Cords, Goodrich Fabric Tiren and Goodrich
Red or Gray Tubes—all one quality—at the 20%
reduction in prices which Goodrich made efieotive May 2nd, 1921.

H oulton

\
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Mrs. Andrew Whitehead submitted into the home by invitation. That is j “All the while we in the United
BANKRUPT’S PETITIO N POR
to a serious surgical operation Mon* to say, the readers of this newspaper j States have had huge surpluses, of the
DISCHARGE
day at the Arostook hospital.
buy a paper because they want to ! needed food and raw materials—sur- In the matter of
|
Mr3. W. H. Sanford of East Corinth read it and because they know they I pluses so huge that when Europe Jonas W. Johnson
j In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt. |
is in town visiting at the home of her get more for their money at 2 or 3 could no longer buy them they caused
1
daughter, Mrs. Waldo Hagerman, cents than anything else they could a stoppage of production here, throw- To the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge of the
District Court of the United States for
buy at that price. That is what ing millions out of employment;
Subscribers should bear in
J. T. Costello of Boston arrived Grange St.
the District of Maine.
makes
the
advertising
so
valuable
to
brought
about
a
reduction
of
pros.mind th at all subscription* a r e ! Saturday by auto to Watt his family
Messrs W. J. Griffin and James
JONAS W . JOHNSON o f Woodland
Skeehan left Saturday evening for the advertiser, provided they have perity on a scale that threatened to be In t h e county o f Aroostook a n d
oavabts
in
advance
and
the
p
a
-;
‘n
*own’
,
jt n j buw »
V i
Mrs. Margaret French has returned Lewiston to attend a meeting of the the right message, the right illustra- critical, is still very dangerous, and State of Maine, In said District respect
P%r will be discontinued at ex- home from a short visit with relatives K. of C. Mrs. Skeehan accompanied tion and the right mechandising plan must continue to be so until the real fully represen ts that on the 24th day o f
-March, 1921, last
past,
he w a s
dulyback of the advertising.
remedies are applied.
p i ration. Notice of such expira-^ jn Bangor.
her husband.
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
Newspaper advertising is by far the
“ Food and raw materials cost money Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that
tion will be sent out the First of ( Miss Virginia Bubar spent the weekAdam Starkey of Gardiner, Me. was
I
most
economical
method
to
reach
the
—if
needed on a national or interna- he has du ly surrendered all his property
end and holiday with her parents in ; jn town Monday, coming up to dispose
each month.
I consumer.
tional scale they cost huge sums of and rights of property, and has fully
Island Falls.
of his house which he sold to Charles
WILLIAM H. RANKIN
money. It may perhaps help us get a com plied with all the requirements of
Commencing Saturday, May
Harry Hartt and family of Monti- McLaughlin.
said A c t s and of the orders of Court
President, \\ illiam H. Rankin Ad- clearer understanding of the present to u ch in g his b a nkru ptcy.
"7th, the TIM E S office will close ; cello were in town last Thursday callA large number of trout fingerlings
vestising Agency In Newspaperdom European situation if we get it in figWherefore he prays, That he may be
' • t noon every Saturday U n til j-ing on friends.
, from the Caribou Hatchery were
■
ures. A good index is the figures decreed by the Court to have a full dis
SeDt 3. Those having business! B. C. Roberts has his new house on , liberated at Nickerson Lake last week, UNITED STATES IS
from all debts provable against
i showing the decreased value of the charge
his esta te under said bankruptcy Acts,
with the TIM E S Publishing C o . ! River street so nearly completed that making the total number put into the
RICHEST COUNTRY
money of the different nations, and except such debts as are excepted by
he was able to move into it last week. lake since last fall about 40,000.
law from such discharge.
should bear this in mind.
Mrs.
Arthur
Andrews
of
Lewiston,
n r r i A P F C rr n
p n f sho" inB how much “ costs them t0
Mrs. C. W. Davenport, Highland
D ate d this 26th day o f May. A
D
DE-L-LAIVCo
lL .c
n C. buy the necessities without which
Maine, who is visiting her parents Mr.
1921.
Ave.,
is
entertaining
her
father.
Mr.
On account of Memorial Day Mon
Edward A. Filene of Boston in an they cannot get back to normal life,
J O N A S W. J O H N S O N
day Monday and half holiday 8atur* j Geo. Bridges of Oldtown, for a short and Mrs- Daniel Davis, Franklin St., address before the World Alliance in many cases cannot live at all.”
Bankrupt.
spent several days last week in Fort
for International Friendship Throu ;h
— — — ■
day, this iaaue it necessarily delay- ; time.
Fairfield returing here Wedner lav.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
—
*<*•
I A young daughter has arrived to
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Manson of the Churches at Chicago said that m w m w w w m —
District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Lovely spent, gladden the home of Mr. and Mrs. Boston arrived henj Saturday for a the basic conditions of our country
.
On this 28th
day
of
May', A.
D.
several days last week at Grand Lake. Olin Smart, the date of arrival being short yisit at the home of Mr Man_ |are good. “ The United States is the i
J| g
t h i n i ?
t h a t
1921, on r e a d in g the foregoing petition,
it is—
Albert Donworth Esq., of Caribou, |May 25th’
son’s brother E. S. Manson, North richest c ountry in the world. Our
O
Ordered
by the Court, That a hearing
savings
banks
deposits
are
the
largest
spent the holiday with his family in;
Mrs. Jessie Waterall of Philadelphia R0ad returning home Monday evenbe had upon the s a m e on the 8th da y o f
in
history.
There
is
an
enormous
arrived
in
town
Thursday
for
the
ing.
town.
July, A. D. 1921,
b e fo r e
said Court
summer, being accompanied by her
The body of Sigmund Newhouse amount of work to be done to give us
at Bangor In said District, Northern
Paul H. Powers returned last week
maid.
Division at 10 o’clock In the forenoon;
was taken last Wednesday to Wake- ,the needed new x houses and other
from Boston, having 9pent the winter
and that notice thereof be published In
there
i Mr. and Mrs. Waldo T. Small and field, Mass for burial Rockabema buildings, to restore our railioads as
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
For lovers of heavy drama, do notj Miss Ethel Warman were visitors in Lodge No. 78 I. O. O. F. acting as to equipment, tracks. bridges and reIn said District, Northern Division, and
lail to see "Heliotrope” at the Temple Fredericton one day last week, going escort from his late home to the B. pairs’ to reI>lace worn out machinery
that all known creditors and other per
Thursday
j by automobile.
and A. station.
of a11 kimls' to make public improveCleanliness, comfort and happiness. sons In interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any
Miss Marguerite Murphy returned
Harry Sowers returned home SunMr. C. G. Ferguson of New Bedford ments delayed by the war.
That s the triple alliance of baby joy they have, why the prayer of said peti
^Monday from a few days spent at day from Holden, Maine, where he has Mass, returned last week from Eagle
And yet, there are more than 3,000,- and health. We sell all the necessary tioner should not be granted.
'Island Falls.
been spending a month on his farm Lake where he enjoyed his annual
*n l *ie nat*on’ and we ha\e things for baby, including seriously And It Is Further Ordered by the Court,
send
by
Roy Kent of the Shean Accounting putting in a crop.
1fishing trip at the Michaud camps, Just Passed through a financial and needed of medicines, popular and That the Clerk shall
mail to all known creditors copies of said
Mrs
F ....
A. Cates of Millinocket was an(* was ver-v successful getting his business
crisis, and thet danger
simple toilet items, -----Co. was confined to the house last
A
„ 1Q. *.
^
, . is not nourishing foods,
,
.... and this order, auaressea
petition
addressed to
'week by illness.
' in town last week for a short visit Quota each day- He was accompani- •*vet over, nor the most needed reme- nursery needs. High grade goods, a j Them at their places of’ resMenco
Mrs. Geo. E. Dunn left Monday for with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. eti by s - L- White of this town. Dur- clies applied.
wonderful assortment, fair prices and Istated.
ing Mr. Ferguson’s short stav in
Let us now examine the European . pleasing service.
j Witness the Honorable Clarence X
Boston to visit her mother, making j McNair, Park street.
town he received a glad hand “from outlook. The m litary war has been
, j f.ud^%of <h® ^id Court, and the
rthe trip by auto.
Friends of G. W. Fiske will be
a.
followed by economic wars as de- M l l l l r O S
W e S t
F .n H j
?a,d DuSct-!
th e l it T d
Mr. and Mrs. G. Beecher C h u r c h i l l ; ^ to ,carn 0( the death of hjs h.s many old friends
vastating in their effects upon many
May, A . D . 192L
spent Sunday In Fort Fairfield renew- brother |n Melrose
Mass
whk.h
-----------European nations, even if not so dra<L. S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
ins acquaintances.
|occurred last Friday.
THE LOW COST OF
Deputy Clerk.
C. G. Richardson and Ira Carpenter i
TT _ „
, ,,
A n v c D T i c i w r C D A r r matic’ as the lati; war itsolf‘ NormaI
A
true
copy
of
petition
and
order thereon
A
D
V
L
K
l
l
d
l
n
u
or
A
L
L
production,
the
foundation
of
food
and
Get
It
at
Munro’s
o t Patten were in town Monday, re»<"■ and * ra' ” C Speed. Mrs.
(A ttest):
ISABEL SHEEHAN.
Few
advertising
men
know
that
work
for
the
European
peoples
and
tam ing home Tneaday.
! Poster and Mra He" zett weze dele;
Deputy Clerk.
Pfetty Arbuckle is on his way to the i &ates t0 tae Baptist convention at advertising space in newspapers is the basis of poli:ical and social staTem ple in “ Dollar a Year Man.” H e ! Caribou last Wednesday.
by far the economical way to reach bility, is not ye: possible. Normal
•expects to arrive June 9.
Arthur Feoley, who has been in the consumer. It is a fact and the production requires the steady flow of
Mrs F O Smith spent the week- Houlton for the past three weeks only reason that advertising was ever food and raw materials to where labor
•end with her daughter who is a j recuperating from his recent illness, lcreated was because wise and shrewd is. Without such a flow there will
student at the University of Maine, j returned to Presque Isle Friday.
j business men learned that they could never be peace and prosperity in the
C. A. Trafton of Sanford, Me. has j Friends of Miss Mary Conologue j buy white space in publications at a world,
been engaged to act as starter f o r , regret to know she is still confined minimum cost and because of the i ‘‘At the end of the war food and raw
1 hat we have purchased the business known as the
-the July 4th-5th races in this town. I to her bed, suffering a nervous break- message they would put into that materials were used up in Europe.
James H. Kidder accompanied b y 1down, and hope she will
soon bebet- sPace they could make a profit on ; And lacking food and raw materials
lileut Kidder, U. S. N. were in Bangor |ter.
the transaction and make the adver-, there has come in Europe want and
'Thursday, making the trip by auto. I Mr. and Mrs. Chas. P.
Barnes and tising a real investmentin production ! lack of work.
That, in turn, has reDr. and Mrs. Fred O. Orcutt return- JWendell Grant motored
to Presque °t saes and good-will.
suited in great deficiencies in national
on Bangor Street— and are prepared to supply you
-ed Monday from Portage where they Isle Monday where Mr.
Barnes deIn these days of high cost of white incodes, and greater incitement to
with new and second-hand Furniture of all kinds.
visited his father over Memorial Day. j livered the Memorial Day oration in paper and printing the advertiser revolutionary and semi-revolutionary
Mrs. King of Caribou, who was ; that town.
could not print a full-page advertise- movements that have overturned govW e buy your old stuff or we will exchange new
visiting Mr. and Mrs. S. L. White for
Mrs. Ellsworth Lougee of New ment and buy the white paper at the ernments and
caused military and
for old. Watch our windows for bargains—we
A week, returned home Thursday j Limerick left last Friday
by automo- small cost that the newspaper charges economic battles between the ex- ;
night.
j bile for a visit with her daughter him for the complete page delivered hausted nations.
have 'em most every day.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred B. Kidder spent j Marion in Fairfield. Before r e t u r n - ................. ................................................................... . ...................- ..............— ■
Sunday and Monday in Augusta with ing she will visit other relatives in
Come in and get acquainted---------------Mrs. Kidder’s sister, making the trip Waterville and Gardiner.
“by auto.
I A meeting of women interested in
Cogan Block
Miss Avory Munro left Monday for the formation of a Woman’s Auxiliary
Houlton
’Brunswick where she will be a guest to the American Legion, will be held
•for the Bowdoin Ivy Day exercises j on WEDNESDAY afternoon, June 1,
IIIWIWIHWlJlfllUmillHIHU
iniiUHmimmunmniMniimiMiiiniMiiiiniiMmiimiiinii;mmnim;iiHiiiimiiii
this week.
j at 3 o’clock. Everyone interested
Mrs. Nellie Buzzell, who was recent-, should plan to be present,
FTER June 1st we will l>e ready to
ly operated on at the hospital, has j A collision of two cars on Court
S
r “ m w w N i n iu u u iiiH iiii m iiii iin iiii iiiim iiiH m iiii
iii iiu m im i iim iii iiin iin m i i i i m i i i i i i m i m n i i i n m i i m u m i i H i i i i i m i i i i m n i m i i i m i n m i m i i i m t
•o far recovered as to be able to re- j street Monday forenoon caused some
offer Vegetable Transplants and also
turn home.
j damage to both cars, but did not pu t;
Asters, Finnias, Marigolds, Calendu
Mrs. H. L. Clay, who has been |either out of commission. Guy C.
las, Larkspur Seedlings .
spending the winter in Mass., was i Porter was going out Court street and
In town Tuesday enroute for her “Larry” Gregory was coming up Mill-!
We also offer the “ Sucess” Window
home in Bridgewater.
tary street, both going at a fair rate;
Box. This is made of galvanized iron,
Judge M. L. Durgln and Mrs. Durgin of speed. At the junction of the [
•of Milo spent a few days in town last streets, each driver seeing a crash j
enameled green, and is so ’onstructed
week calling on friends here, making inevitable, slowed up as they neared |
that it does not drip when watered.
each other, the result being a strip- J
the trip by automobile.
OR 28 years Perry has been in the
One watering will last a week.
Lieut. E. J. Kidder, who is stationed ping of the runing board and mud
Jewelry business and during that
at Newport, R. I. and who has been \ guard on Mr. Porter’s car and seme
time, by strict attention to the various
in town for the past week, returned damage to “ Larry’s” Overland.
needs of a growing concern, has caus
Saturday on the Pullman.
ed the name of Perry to become
George A. Gorham, E. L. Vail,
synonymous with jewelry.
-Chauncy Benn and W. R. Braden re- j
Many changes hare occurred in busi
turned home Friday from a weeks |
ness methods during the more than
Ashing trip to Shin Pond.
|
Dr. Ross, wife and son, Mrs. Jack
a quarter of a century he has served
Bebblngton and Mr. Edgcombe of |
you, necessitating a quickening of the
step to keep in line and up-to-date.
Fredericton were calling on Mr. a n d ,
Mrs. C. O. Grant, Monday.
|
Perry’s has become headquarters for
Miss Villa Grant, who for the past |
a
discriminating shopping public, who
two years has been employed by the ,
expect
and find a complete line of
<3. W. Richards Co., is at home now j
staples and novelties bought and
enjoying a much needed rest.
priced to suit the needs of any sized
Packages for mailing or to be sent j
purse.
by Express will be done up for those |
■desiring it the same as at Christmas j
When you think jewelry, watches,
time at a small charge for paper and
silverware, cut glass or novelties,
twine.
I
f | i J e w e l e r and
think
of Perry, you will make no mis
Miss Alice Putnam of New York j
g | Optometrist
take.
City arrived in town last week for a |
Is
H | Houlton
few days at her former home on !
=
-T m iiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiim iiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH iiiiiiiiim iiiiiim iM iim iiiiiiiiiiiM im iiM iim .= j
'business, being the guest of Mr. and
Tweeds, Cassimeres and Serges. Mixtures
Orders filled b y
Mrs. W. C. Donnell.
and Blues. Cut to fit—built to Wear.
The picture “ Blind Husbands” .
Parcel Post same
Advertised for Wednesday at th e ;
W ool and W ool mixtures.
Most styles.
Temple has been changed to Douglas
day as received.
McLean in “ The Homestretch,” and
Personal attention
will be the first horse race of the j
One trial will make you a permenant
season.
by
an
expert
in
W. S. Lewin of this town who has !
customer
been very active in the affairs of the 1
Boys'
wear
Foresters in the state, attended the j
’biennial meeting In Bangor last week >
And was elected Councilor, and a (
im iiiim iiiH M iiiH im H iim iiiiiM iiM M im im im iiiH tim iiiiiiH iiiiiiim m m m iiiiH H t
8 upreme representative, while Mrs. {
Lewin was elected Conductor.
It requires something else besides
Mias Margaret Hanson, Miss Gray,1
mixing—and
that something is what
Miss Young, Miss Wills, Miss Black,!
we
can
supply.
Mlee Mulcaster, teachers in the Houlton schools, accompanied by Ejden |
Newbegln and Miss Blanche silent'
GOLDEN CRUST BREAD
the week-end and Memorial Day at
is made from good, wholesome mater
•“Comfort Lodge,” Crescent Park.
ials, and has that delicious flavor that
William Craig, conductor on the
Ashland Branch left Saturday for
gives it a place distinctly its own.
Boston where he will spend a few
We make other good thngs to eat be
weeks with Mrs. Crsig. During his
sides bread.
The
Home
of
absence his ran is taken' by las.
Dougherty, and conductor Daggett la
A Call Card and a Habit will bring
Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes
Mail orders given
taking Mr. Dougherty’s ran.
thie nicenees to your dor
Leslie Hell, the young son of Mr.
prompt attention
end Mrs. FrenkUn W. Hell, had a
narrow escape from drowning Sunday
and was resuscitated only after an
boors’ work by physicians. Young
Han was bathing with other boys at
H. E. Tingley, Prop'r
Cary's Mills and got into deepwater
Court Street
Houlton, Maine
H is companions secured help in time
do sov^ kis life.

OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T

j

make Baby
happy

Drug Store

Remember---

Houlton Furniture Exchange

H i llsid e

.ane Brothers

Co n s e r v a to n c s

A

|1 S i n c e

11 i 8 93

Chadwick

Florist

Buy Your
Boys
Clothes
by
Mail

B o y s ’ D ept.

|jy

,D . Perry

j
|
I A mixture o f dough is not |
if
I

$6 to $25

BreadI

M ill er and W e b s te r

Goods on
Approval
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

Clothing Company

Bangor, Maine

C am p bell’s Bakery
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PAOB SIX
ernment are St, Thomas harbor on fighting typhoid, waged one of the the funding arrangements, it was ALASKA’S REINDEER
were shipped from Nome to Seattle
WHAT UNCLE SAM
which is situated the principal town most thorogoing campaigns known to thought advisable to go over the whole
last year. They average 150 pounds
ARE MULTIPLYING dressed, Mr. Lomen said.
science. They cleaned every ground o that both parties would be
BOUGHT FROM DENMARK of the group, Charlotte Amalie; and modern
Alaska’s reindeer herds will in ten
Coral Bay on the island of St. John. cistern and innoculated with anti thoroughly familiar with details hither
Just what did Uncle Sam get for St. Thomas harbor is probably the typhoid serum every person on the to worked out.
years double those of Norway, Sweden
Whether Ambassador Geddes will and Finland combined, according to
the $25,000,000 he paid to Denmark for best developed harbor in the West islands. Not a single case of typhoid
conduct the actual funding negotia
Indies, and is naturally protected has occurred since.”
the Virgin Islands?
Carl J. Lomen of Nome, Alaska,
tions for his government when they
except
from
exceptionally
strong
A recent spectacular airplane flight
begin, or whether Lord Chalmers, per pioneer in the reindeer industry in
hurricanes. Coral Bay, the entire OPEN PARLEY ON
by United States Marines from Wash
ly undeveloped, constitutes an even
BRITAIN’S DEBT manent secretary cf the British treas the territory, who has returned from
ington over the larger islands of the more commodious and better pro
ury, or some other financial expert, Mashington, D. C., on his way north,
Conversations with the British would be sent to i his country is as
West Indies to map out an air line tected harbor of refuge. These har
.
! ^ftm* seeking an increase in the I K idney, liver, bladder and u ric a d d
embassy have begun preliminary to .
to these latest lands to come under bors were valuable to the United
i
yet
undetermined,
so
tar
as
know:
annual appropriation for the biological ! trou bles are m ost dangerous be
resumption of negotiations for fund
j cau se o f their insidious attacks.
the American flag has raised the ques States in themselves, but it was ing into long time obligations Great ! though American officials have thought survey of Alaska.
it likely a trained financial expert
even more important
that
the
Mr.
Lomen
submitted
figures,
while
j H eed the first w arning th ey give
tion anew. An answer is given by
Britain's $5,000,000,000 debt to this would take up the task.
, *
United States prevent their falling
;.t
Washington,
showing
that
there
1 that th ey need attention b y taking
country.
the following bulletin Issued from the , (i|(o (he hands o( possibie enemies.
In the absence of Ambassador were 200,000 square miles of territory ;
Acting in accordance with Secretary
Washington, D. C., headquarters of ; „ T h e GreiUer AntiIIes. made up of
Geddes from the city, it was not ex in Alaska suitable for the grazing of j
Mellon's recent announcement that
the National Geographic society:
; the iarger of the West Indies, and the
pected that preliminary conversations reindeer and said there were nearly
the treasury was ready at any time
“ The Virgin Islands are not remote ’ Lesser Antilles, composed of the to discuss the funding scheme with would he resumed for some time, a quarter of a million of the animals ,
from other United States soil. They smaller islands, together form a gi the British treasury, officials said, a while resumption of formal negotia- j already in the territory. He predict- !
are hardly more than a stone’s throw gantic crooked arm enclosing the conference was held by treasury and tions probably will await the settle- ' ed that the reindeer meat industry in
T h * world’s standard remedy for t h e e *
from Porto Rico. St. Thomas, the Caribbean Sea. The Virgin Islands state department representatives and merit of pressing problems now fac the north would eventually reach a disorders, will often ward off these dis
westernmost of the three larger Vir-i are at the ‘elbow,’ the closest point to Ambassador Geddes and other embassy ing England, such as the reparations total of $50,000,000 to $60,000,000 a ' eases and strengthen the body against
further attacks. Three sizes, all druggists.
question and the coal strike^ it was year.
gins, is only 40 miles from that island, I Europe. Past this point streams the
officials. Discussion was confined to
said.
i Six thousand reindeer carcasses Lmmk for tha nam e G old M e d al o a avacy b a a
and the presence of Culebra Island traffic between Europe and the Pan
and accept n o im itation
a review of the steps previously taken
belonging to Porto Rico, midway be-, ama Canal, between New York and
on the project in accordance with the
tween the two. ties the new posses-: both the east and west coasts of
victory loan act.
tBs&inssma'.rris-r
sions still more closely to this elder j south and Central America, and be
Since negotiations for funding the
American brother by adoption. The tween the Greater and the Lesser
British debt were halted last summer,
truly beautiful view that may be had Antilles. It has been said of St.
officials explained, responsibility for
from the 1500-foot peak of hilly St. Thomas Harbor and the town of
determining the method by which Eng- i
Thomas includes to the west the dim Charlotte Amalie that they are ‘on the
land is to pay her war debt to this
road to everywhere.’ To this fact lias
outline of the Porto Rican coast.
country has passed into fresh hands
“ St. John, the smallest of the three been due the importance of the town:
in both governments. Moreover, it
principal islands acquired by the Unit-; an(i tjie town in turn has gi\en to the
was said, as there had been apparent
ed States, lies only two miles to the islands of St Thomas and St John
ly a mutual understanding by the
east of St. Thomas. A climb to the what importance they have had in re
former negotiators on some points in
rugged hills of St. John will demon cent years. Its accessibility, its good
strate that the American Virgins are harbor, its facilities for coaling and ;
also not remote from foreign territory. storage, and for dry dockage and re- j
S T A T E O F M AINE
T1HE U N I V E R S A L C A R
A mile to the north lies Thatch Island, pairs to steamers, gave Charlotte
BANKING DEPARTMENT
a small bit of land belonging to Great Amalie a place of pre-eminence !
Augusta, May 19. 1921.
Britain, and less than three miles in among all the harbors of the West In
Notice having been given the un
the same direction is Tortola Island of dies before the war The falling off of dersigned that B. (’. Walker, Geo. A.
the British Virgins, almost as large shipping di ring the war was a hard ; Palmer, John J. Marr, W. S. Caldwell,
The1 Ford ear has been fundamentally
simplicity of design and building that
Elbridge. Paul L. Crabtree, M.
right from the beginning. That fact
means
simplicity. durability
and
as St. John.
blow to its prosperity.
j J.D. E.Estes,
made
it
“
The
Universal
Car."
It
has
economy
of
operation.
H.
C.
Pettengill,
Ralph
W.
“ St. Croix, the largest: of the new
“ In November, 1917. soon after Emerson, Howard B. Smith, John E.
This simplicity of construction proves
always lead in lowest firt cost as well
ly purchased islands, lies 40 miles they were taken over by the United Webb, G. W. York. S. C. Spratt,
as in lowest cost to maintain and
itself in the ease with which Ford
to the south. It is not a part geo States the American Virgin Islands 1Katahdin Farmer's Telephone Co., H.
cars, trucks and tractors are driven.
operate.
Fou million five hundred Ford cars
graphically of the Virgin group, but had a population of slightly more M. Baldwin, Harry Higgins, Raymond
Runabout. Touring Car, Coup*1, Sedan.
in daily service proves every claim
was included with St. Thomas and than 26,000. This was not a great deal L. Emerson, Joseph Berger, S. R.
Truck
and
Fordson
Tractor—we
have
we make.
Crabtree, and John Edward James,
them all and will make reasonably
St. John for administrative purposes over half the population in 1835. all of Island Falls in the County of
More than ever we are sure the Ford
pompt
delivery.
by the Danes and is classed by the Nearly 93 per cent of the inhabitants Aroostook and State of Maine, and C.
car is your necessity—let's have your
order today.
Simplicity has ever marked the
United State as one of its Virgin in 1917 were negroes or mulattoes. A D. McLaughlin of Dyer Brook in said
designing and building of Ford ears,
Islands. St. Croix is a little over large proportion of the few whites County and State, intend to organize
Touring, Starter and D. R., $625.
trucks and tractors. Henry Ford and
a trust company under the provisions
three times the size of Manhattan are Danes. English has always been of Chapter 52. Secs. 63 to 71 inclusive
his engineers have aways striven for
Truck,
Pneumatic Tire, $625.
Island, coataining appsoximately 84 the predominant language, however, of R. S. of 51e. to be known as the
simplicity with strength. The success
of tiie Model “ T" Ford car and a great
square miles. St. Thomas, with an because the trade of the islands has Island Falls Trust Company, and to
Coupe, Starter and I). R., $85M.
part of the Ford Motor Company's
area of 28 square miles, is about 14 been largely with the United States be located at Island Falls in the
success lias come from an early un
county of Aroostook, State1 of Main*1.
Sedan. Starter and I). R.. $9tio
miles long and has an average and with the English West Indian
derstanding and appreciation of that
It is ordered that public notice of
I
width not much over two miles. It colonies.
principle in motor car construction.
said intention be given by publishing
Runabout, Starter D. R., $575.
’I'lic fewer parts in a car, fewer the
a copy of this order once a week, for
is therefore almost exactly the size
“ The Virgin islanders have shown three successive weeks in the HoulPrices delivered Houlton.
parts to co wrong. When that simple
of Manhattan Island. St. John has
an eagerness to become American ton Times, a newspaper published in
truth is carried out in producing a
an extreme length of eight miles
2" cars on the road, for early delivery.
car. as it is in Ford cars, trucks and
ized. In its administration of the is Moulton in said County, and that.'
and a width somewhat over two
Get vour order in earlv.
tractors,
the
result
is
bound
to
be
a
Friday
the
tenth
day
of
June1
,
at
nine
lands the Navy Department has in
mies. Its area is approximately 20
o'clock in the forenoon (Standard
creased and bettered school facilities, time), and Craig’s Hall in said Island
square miles. The entire group, in
and has cleaned up and enforced san Falls, be fixed as the time and place1
cluding the numerous tiny islands of
itary regulations in Charlotte Amal when and where all persons interest
small value, has little more than
ie and the other two towns, both on ed in the subject matter thereof shall
twice the area of the District of
be given a public hearing.
St. Croix; Christiansted and FrederFRED F. LAWRENCE,
Coumbia, the smallest of the main
Bank Commissioner.
divisions of the United States proper. icksted. The American authorities in 321
Bangor Street
"For these islands the United
Houlton, Maine
States paid a higher price per acre
than for any other of its famous
purchases. Only three cents an acre
r ■"■1.11.
was paid for Alaska, 14 for Florida, j
and 27 for the Philippines. The |
Canal Zone cost $35.83 per acre, j
The price per acre paid for the V ir-;
gin Islands was approximately $295. j
“ The features that give the chief I
value to the islands from the point j
Fabric and Cord Tires and Tubes Vul
of view of the United States gov-

VICTIMS
RESCUED
GOLDMEDAL

A b o u t F ord Cars-Solid L og ic

II

Berry & Benn

Vulcanizing

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
State Highway Construction
. Sealed proposals addressed to the
State Highway Commission, Augusta,
Maine, for building 5 sections of state
highway, in the towns of Lisbon, 5.27
miles, Oakland, 2.87 miles and City of
Belfast,
2.54
miles,
Bituminous
Macadam surface; and in the towns
of 8tockton Springs, 3.23 miles and
Silver Ridge and Sherman, 3.96 miles,
Stone Base with Gravel surface each
endorsed with the name of the Town,
will be received by the Commission
at its office in the State House,
Augusta, Maine, until eleven o’clock
a. m. (Standard time) June 2, 1921
and at that time and place publicily
opened and read. The work will con
sist of grading, drainage, foundation j
and surfacing.
j
Bach proposal must be made upon j
a blank form provided by the Com
mission, for copy of which one dollar!
will be required, and must be ac-1
companied by a certified check for j
10% of the amount bid, payable to
the Treasurer of State of Maine. The i
certified check will be returned to j
the unsuccesful bidder unless forfeit
ed under the conditions stipulated.
A surety bond satisfactory to the j
Commission, of not less than one- j
fourth nor more than one-half of the j
amount of the contract, will be re
quired. Plans may be examined and
copy of specifications and contract
may be obtained at the office of the
Commission, Augusta, Maine.
The right is reserved to reject any
or all proposals.
*
WILLIAM M. AYER, Chairman
PHILIP J. DEERING
FRANK A. PEABODY
State Highway Commission.
PAUL D. SARGENT,
Chief Engineer.
Dated at Augusta, Me., May 18,1921.
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THREADED
RUBBER
BATTERY

canized in a satisfactory manner. The
only place east of Portland where a
Cord Tire vulcanized job is guaranteed

&

L. W . J e n n e y
Phone 64-W
Mechanic Street

Cates

Garage
Houlton
This trade-mark U branded in red
on the side o f the W illard Threaded
Rubber B attery— the only battery
with Threaded Rubber Insulation.

Savings Dept.

Bond Dept.

HOW DID YOU CHOOSE, YOUR BANK ?
There are very real reasons why
we can give you Unusually Good
Service. W e invite Correspondence
or a Conference

Firsi National Bank

Separators or Insulators
Ordinary separators are a natural product
and therefore, are never strictly uniform.
They are made of thin sheets of chemicallytreated wood.
Threaded Rubber Insulators are a manufac
tured product and therefore, absolutely uni
form. They give uniform protection to the bat
tery plates and uniform satisfaction to the user.
Threaded Rubber Insulators do not warp,
crack, check, carbonize or puncture. They
put an end to loss of time, temper, battery
rental and money that are inevitable when

The manufacturers of the cars listed below have selected Threaded Rubber
Insulation for their cars because:
1. Rubber is by far the best insulating ma
3. Experience has proved that Threaded

of Houlton, Maine

terial known.

Gov’t Depository
Founded 1882

Member Federal
Reserve System

MATTERS IN WHICH
YOU ARE INTERESTED
We keep in touch with factors
effecting the financial side of busi
ness^ and are pleased to render in
formation and advice on matters in
which you are interested.
Your Cheeking Account is invited.

2. Threaded Rubber Insulation is the most
satisfactory form o " porous rubber — and
battery insulation must be porous to allow
free passage o f the solution.
Acsson
Acme
Ahrens-Fox
All American
Allis-Chalmers
American
American
LaFrance
American
LoFr.'ince
o f C anad a
Apex
Armleder
Atterbury
Auburn
Austin
Avery
Bacon
Bell

Belmont
Bessemer

iiHiiitiiiniiiiiiutriiiiiiiiiiuHMiliiii

Bethlehem
Betz
Esiddle
Bollstrom

Buffalo

ByusingWildrootregularlyrI keep —the envy eif my friends— to this
guaranteeddandruff remedy.”
Wildroot quid Shampoo or Wildroot
,p. used la connection with
Tonic, will hasten the
fte ?
treatment.

WILDPOOT

THE GUARANTEED HAIR TONIC

, For tpk km.wukra

Canadian Briscoe
Cannonball
Capitol
Carroll

4% Interest Paid n Savings Accounts

riOULTOh

moMOhback guaranke

O. F. FRENCH & BON
The Busy Drug Store

<.Tq n ,

ordinary separators are used. Threaded
Rubber Insulators are found only in the
Willard Threaded Rubber Battery.
So thoroughly has it been established
through more than five years* experience
that the Willard Threaded Rubber Battery
gives more miles of uninterrupted service per
dollar, that it has been selected as standard
equipment for 173 cars.
Bone dry—the only battery that can be
shipped and stocked without a drop of
moisture in it.

Case

Chevrolet
Citroen
Clydesdale
Cole
Collier
Colonial
Comet
Commerce
Commodore
Consolidated
Corliss
Crawford
Cunningham

Fulton
G M C
Garford
Giant
Glide
Great Western

ncs

Hahn
Hatfield
Hawkeye
Haynes
Henney
Highway
Holmes
Holt
Hupmoblle
Hurlburt

R u bber Insulation outlasts the battery
plates — and consequently means greater
value and greater satisfaction to the owners
o f their cars.

M H C
Madison
M arm oa
Master
McFarlan
McLaughlin
Menges
Menominee
Mercedes
Mercer
Mercury
Merit
M eteor (Piqua)
M etz
Miller
Mitchell

Daniels
Dart
Davis
Day Elder
Denby
Dependable
Diamond T
Dixie Flyer
Dodge
Dorris

Jordan

Elcar
Elgin

Kissel
Koehler

Napoleon
Nash
Nelson
Nelson 6k
LeM oon
Noble
Nom a
Northway
Norwalk

F W D
Fargo

Lancia
Land a
Lewis-Hall
Lexington
Luveme

Ogren
Old Hickory
Oldsmobile
Oneida
Oshkosh

Fergus
Ferris
Franklin

Independent
Indiana

Packard
Paige
Parker
Parrett
Paterson
Peerless
Peugeot
Phianna
Pierce-Arrow
Premier
R 8s V Knight
Rainier
Renault
Reo
Republic
ReVere
Riddle
Robinson
Rock Falls
Rowe
Samson (Canada)
Sandow
Sayers
Sea grave
Shelby
Signal
Southern
Standard
Standard 8
Stanley

Stanwood

M. Cates & Son, Inc.
Houlton, Maine

Stewart
Stewart Y . P,
Studebaker
Stutz
Sunbeam
Tarkingtoa
Thomart
Tiffin
Titan
Towmotor
Transport
Traylor_
Twin City
Ultimate
Ursus
Velie
Vim
Vulcan
W ard LaFrance
Ware
Wemer
Westcott
W hite
Wills
Wilson
Winther
W inton

Wolverine

HOULTON
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paob

ments, is about three minutes; or it from peace to war in a single night trained from childhood in economy,
has been when I have timed it in these and can destroy Paris before we could thrift and industry. They are not
MONTE CARLO RETS last days. That is to say that on one get a protective organization work only religious but most practical as
well.
There le one Infallible way of win or other of the 21 tables seven coups ing effectively. The only method for
security
is
to
watch
Germany
care
“ They possess a genius of practicali
sing money at Monte Carlo, writes a are being cleaned up every minute.
correspondent of the London Times, The house wins one bet in every 37; fully and the moment she fails to ty that is so characteristic of their
and that is this: When a fat man is and it is, again, not unfair to reckon observe the slightest pledge to tell class and circumstances—as the farm
spinning the wheel bet on the high that same number—37—as the average her that she has broken the contract er plowing in the field splices and
numbers; when it is a thin man bet number of bets on every table> taking and therefore it no longer exists. As wires the broken whipple-tree, or
.on the low. It stands to re a so n - the two ends together. There may a new condition we must then force repairs the harness and continues his
does it not?—that a small man can- be only 10 or 200. But 37 is not an her to agree not to build a single air work without loss of time, to the
:not throw big numbers. Another good unjust average. Therefore, if seven plane either military or commercial.” Salvation Army officer with the love
The question of how to control for fallen humanity in his heart, and
.plan is to put your stake in front of tables clear r.p each minute, in each
you, shut your eyes and push it out minute the house is seven bets to these German commercial airplanes |possessing this genius of practicality
so that it will lie impossible readily is able to take the broken pieces of
•on the table with a rake. The God of the good.
Chance, being blind, naturally likes
The average unit staked is impos- to transform them into instruments humanity in his heart, and by the
blind people. Which also stands to sible to guess. The bets range all the of war again was taken up by the grace of God transform them into His
reason does it not? There you have way from the humble 5f. white counter Council of Ambassadors. Hugh C. likeness.
the whole philosophy of roulette.
to (rarely) the permitted limit of six Wallace, the American Ambassador,
“ When he finds a poor family and
Of course there are people who tell Piques of l,000f. each. But whatever was present at the meeting. Experts has no funds to aid them, he devises
you that you have no right to begin to the average unit is, the Casino wins j of the different allied countries who way and means to help them to help
gamble until, at least, you know the it seven times over every minute, or |have been investigating the matter themselves. He is not educated above
order of the numbers, both on the 420 times every hours, or 4,200 times separately now will meet to consider his work nor afraid to soil his hands
wheel and the table, by heart. Other- each day.
j the problem together.
with labor. An officer of this charact
wise how can you tell the v o is in s - ; So far as the individual is conc ern- j
-----------------er, with the training the Army affords
The neighboring num bers-to the last ed. that 37th chance-the pesky zero SALVATION ARM Y BUILDINGS and the skill that a few years’
may not operate to his disadvantage
throw but one, so that you can know
Figures showing the wonderful experience develops can but be a
in
a long sitting, and if luck is with
where the ball is coming back to?
growth of Salvation Army work in great blessing to any community,
him he will win. Or it may operate so
Also you can buy elaborate and in
cities where the Army has an estab especially if that community is
actively as to ruin him in half an
fallible systems, which make no men
lished corps building of its own were sympathetic and will support and co
hour. But regarding the public as a
operate with him.
tion of fat men or thin men, at fifty
single bettor, that bettor is roughly made public by Colonel William A.
ahops in Monte Carlo.
For forty
losing regularly to the tables 4,200 McIntyre, provincial commander of
francs you can buy a system which
the arnly in New England.
units (subject to more accurate caltells you how, on a capital of £20
In urging every community to sup
calution) every day in the year.
you can make— “ infallibly ” — £ 1 0 a
It has to be so. The Casino, with port tiie Salvation Army in its work
day. There is another, much sold,
all its adjuncts, is an immensely cost of raising sufficient funds to erect
whch offers you 1,000 chances to win
ly institution to support. Besides its “ workshops" for the corps officers
against one chance to lose.
own upkeep it provides the money Colonel McIntyre cited concrete cases
Others guarantee— well, nearly guar- whieh makes Monte Carlo the most of towns where the Salvation Army
antee—a winning of from 500 to 1,000 l)eautit-uliy ordered and most luxuri-, bail been able to render more efficient
francs a day, and there are any quan- ously appointed town in the world,service following the opening of their
tity Of systems under which “ losses” The dividenda of the Societe, over and o w n home.
are “ impossible.” Yet, in spite of it aboye ftll this> are n0 seCret. And the
“ In the city of Glen Falls,” Colonel
all the Casino is one of the most suc public has to pay for it all. Against McIntyre explained, “ we started work
cessful business institutions in Euiinexorable 37th chance no sys- in a small place and when we raised
ope, and will doubtless weathei even tem jg of any aVail, except for the fun sufficient money we built a place of
the difficulties of the exchange and
workjng
^ and for the pleasure our own. In one year the attendance
-the rise in the cost of living.
seif.decepti0n. Even the fat man at our meetings had increased 200
per cent, the soldiership increased
Three days ago here a man won at and tile ^ in man are powerless.
one of the tables, 37,000 francs at a
____________
150 per cent and the support increas
single coup. The rules, it should be
ed 101) per cent!
explained, forbid a larger stake than GERMAN AIRPLANES
“ The work of the Salvation Army
-will produce more than 6,000 francs
is largely among the poor and middle
IN CIVIL GUISE
at a single bet. But, having staked
classes. Its officers are drawn large
DREADED IN FRANCE ly from these classes and have been
the limit on an individual number, you
Germany’s preparations to turn out
can also lay bets—each to the limit—
The T rans-Canada Lim
on the various combinations of that commercial airplanes by the thouNOTICE OF FOR EC LO SU R E
number as well as on the “ color,” the sands as soon as the Treaty of
ited, the fastest train
high or low, odd or even, the “ dozen” Versailles permits continue to give j LoTiseThar^'bSth o f Limestone ^ n
betw een E astern and
— whether the first, second or third of the French aviation and motor worlds j the County of Aroostook and State of
Western Canada and the
the thirty-six numbers—and so forth, a bad fright. So grave is the appre- j Maine, by their mortgage deed dated
Pacific
Coast, reaches Fort
I am told, but I have not calculated hended danger of a German air in-! August 27, 1912, and recorded in the

SPINNERS’ SIZE SETS

“ Every work of value requires tools
and equipment. The character of the
equipment is determined by the kind
of work to be accomplished. The
Salvation Army does not need an
elegant building, such as may be
necessary for large and wealthy
churches, but it does need a simple,
plain building suited for its particular
work. A community that will give
the Salvation Army proper tools, a
proper workshop in which to work, a
proper support for the workmen, will
have, in the very nature of things, a

who won the money has probably lost
It again by now and in any case the
fame of it has gone far abroad and
brought any number of new gamblers
to the table. It is by such advertiseaments that the Casino thrives.
Almost every year new books telling
you how to win at Monte Carlo are

or British airplane makers.
;S T
at“ “ h SJiUo ™ "b ou n d rf^ a n d I
Andre Michelin, the French tire descriHed as follows, to-wit: Begin-!
king, is foremost among those fore- ; ning at the southwest corner of lot :
seeing Paris destroyed before break-; numbered nine (9) on said plan, con- '
fa9t some morning by a fleet of many ■^
X
sou S tn " I
thousands of German airplanes trans- of sai(i iot nine
one hundred
formed from peaceful pursuits during ' seventy-three and 25-100 (173 25-100) !
the night bv a genius like that of feet, more or less to the center of i

published.
Every y
Hindenburg.
; on said Hardison’s plan; thence south j
charmiag articles are written for one
“ Think of it,” he told members o f , along the center of said High Street, j
Journal or another analyzing various the French Aero Club recently, “ with one hundred twenty-four and 75-100
“ systems.” One presumes that the a slight effort German factories can F24 75-100) feet to a point which is
w riter, receive uo payment from the turn out 42.000 commercial airplanes ;
'
Caelno for their labor. But how a year. And as Germany intends to thence west along the center of said
handsomely it could afford to pay ; do air business with the United States i last named street, one hundred
them! There is surely no money her aviators will have to fly across! seventy-three and 25-100 (173 25-100)1
making institution in the world which [ France to get there. In a short while feet t0 a po,nt’ wh,ch ,s the south
west corner of said lot numbered j
gets so much and such admirable they will know all about our vital eight (8) as delineated on said plan; 1
free advertisement as the Societe des points. They will have captured the thence north along the west line of
Bains de Mer (as the proprietary secrets of our wireless stations and said lot numbered eight (8) to the
•organization is called) of Monte ( will probably have flying grounds on north west corner thereof, the place
of beginning. Excepting and reserv-,
Carlo.
Jthe sea coast to facilitate their so- ing a strip of land twenty-four and
The one cardinal and dominant fact called commercial relations.”
75-100 (24 75-100) feet in width, e x -!
is that there is always one extra
M. Michelin insists that Germany’s tending from said High Street along j
chance in 37 against the bettor. The peace time planes will be the same the southerly side of the above des„
. .. .
,
.
eribed parcel. And whereas the condi- i
adds ar© 19 to 18 in favor of the house, type as war planes, in fact he says, j
of said mortgage is broken, now
■With absolutely even luck, In every 37 some German factories are still build-! therefor, by reason of the breach of
h©ts you will lose one more than you; ing war planes with all the w a r j ^ e condition thereof I claim a forcwill win. The odds are all calculated features such as bomb throwers, cI®^ure, of sjai<1 nwrtgage.
.
on th© basis of the thirty-six numbers machine guns and sheltered lookouts 23, 1921.
on th© table, and the thirty-seven and pilots’ assistants—then before
Herbert W. Trafton,
By his attorney
number (zero) is the perquisite of the allied officers start inspections these
M. P. Roberts
•establishment. With this qualifies- useful appliances are removed and 321
tion the game is absolutely fair.
apparent commercial inventions such
Few sane men, I think, suspect the as pulleys for lowering packages are
Casino of cheating. It does not need installed in their place,
to.
That thirty-seventh chance—
“ They have all the elements neceswhich is no chance^ but a certainty— sary,” says M. Michelin, “ to change
is suweient. It operates inevitably; ------ _. ...
as remorselessly as “the blind Fury
with the abhorred shears” does at the
end of the life of each of us.
The tables in the various salles in
the Casino and the Sporting Club do
not all run for the same hours. Also
some of them are for trente et
^ A N < E M U L S IO N s,
quarante and not for roulette. But I
•OPXOOiUVER OU..MALX-E.TC
believe it is fair to say that the result
Men and Women of middle life
is about equivalent to twenty-one
need strength and nourishment
tables at roulette running for ten
RE-NU-YU nourishes and invig
hours a day. At all events the rough
orates the entire body
calculation will suffice.
Now, the time taken by each turn of
WEST END DRUG STORE
the wheel with the necessary settle-;

W illiam in 30 h ou rs,
Winnipeg in 42, Regina in
53. Calgary in 67, and
Vancouver in 92 hours.

ECZEMA

M oney back w ithout question
if H U N T ’S G U A R A N T E E D
SK IN D IS E A S E R E M E D IE S
(Hunt’s Salve and Soap),fail in
the treatm ent o f Itch, E czem a,
Ri new orm ,T etter orothcritch ing skin diseases. T ry thie
treatm ent at our rick.

L. A. Barker & Co., Oakfleld, Maine

m
m
mLADIES
m
m
as well as GENTLEMEN may secure
m
the use of a
m
m
S a fe D e p o sit B ox
m
to care for their Valuable Papers, as
m
well as a room to open their Boxes in,
m
where they may open them as often

m
m
m
m
LIMITED! m
m

It, that it is thus possible to win over vaslon looming in the minds of some ) e n ^ D ^ t r i c t f f n 8^ ! ° f26I3repageSO502!
80,000 francs on a single turn of the ( ordinarily far-seeing industrial lead-; conveyed to Herbert W. Trafton a
wheel. But 37,000 is good enough and ' ers that they are urging that the j certain parcel of land situate in
the friend who had seen it and told me treaty’s arrangement regarding com- said Limestone and described as
added: “ And that loss of 37.000 will be mercial airplanes be changed and I land situate ^ s i J d LimestSne^being j
worth 370,000 to the house.” He prob- stricter terms handed Germany which j i0t numbered eight (8) on a plan of !
ably understimated it.
would prevent absolutely any competi-1 “ Chase’s addition” to Limestone, so j
As it was three days ago, the man j tion of this sort with either French called, made by Grover M. Hardison, j

higher and more capable grade of
officer, and the Army will be much
more productive and useful in that
city.

•m

TRANSCANADA

QUICKESTTIMEACROSS
THE GONTINENT

aavxN

as necessary.
Call at the Bank and let us SH O W
YOU

A Train de Luxe—Every
thing Canadian Pacific
Standard
Limited to Sleeping-Car
Passengers only
(E xcep t p a rlo r-ca r passengers
b etw een M o n tre a l a n d O tta w a)

FIRST TR A IN M A Y 22nd
For sleeping car accommodation
apply to any agent of the

CANADIAN PACIFIC RY.

Houlton Trust Co.

m

A breakfast
or lunch you
w ill surely like

P o st
T o a s t ie s
(The B e tte r C om Flakes)
M ade o f the hearts o f selected white
corn,Post Toasties are distinctive in
texture and flavor.
Post Toasties com e crisp, and ready
to serve at a moments notice, direct
from the triple-sealed package.
Especially good w ith b erries and a
sprinkle o f sugar.

Sold b y g rocers everyw here
M ad e b y P o s t u m C e re a l Co., Inc.,
B a ttle C reek, Mich.

-lik e 0
o ra n g esr
d rin k .

Orange

- crush

Qualify
and deliciousness
have made Ward’s Orange- ,

REDROSE
T E A is good * ea

—the same good quality has
been maintained, without vari
ation for 25 years.
You can always depend on
Red Rose quality.

cigarette
in m y day—

Crush, Lemon-Crush and
Lime-Crush the largest sell
ing carbonated fruit drinks
in the world.

The Camel idea wasn’t born then. It was the
exclusive expert Camel blend that revolutionized
cigarette smoking.
That Camel blend of choice Turkish and Domestic
tobaccos hits just the right spot. It gives Camels such
mellow mildness and fragrance!
The first time I smoked Camels I knew they were
made for me. I knew they were the smoothest, finest
cigarette in the world, at any price.
Nobody can tell me anything different.

In bottles or at fountains

Bottled by

W m . P alm er
Phone 31-W

Kelieran St.

R. J . REYNOLDS Tobacco Co.
Win* ton.Salats, N, C.

m
m
m
m
m
m
*
*
*

J

RE-NU-YIJ

m

m

Leaves Montreal (Windsor St.)
at 5.00 p.m. daily; Toronto at
9.00 p.m. daily.

m

Camel

V

HOULTON

PAG® SIGHT

TIMES, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1, 1921

Sunday with relatives in the Niles as an honest, hard-working man. He j Grange hall on Thursday evening. A at Bangor
District, Northern
Settlement.
was a good neighbor, a true friend, a very interesting program was given. Division at In said
clock in the forenoon;
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Carpenter were conscientious husband and father. The speakers, Colonel Hume and nnH *v, » noti}P$ €° th
ere o f be p u b lished in
Tim es, a n e w s p a p e r printed
guests of relatives in Hodgdon on During his residence in Merrill he Supt. of Schools T. P. Packard, gave
P l8 tr ict- N o rth e rn Division, and
Sunday.
was a diligent worker in the local splendid addresses. The Colonel on Mi«?al(n
G,1 ,k t } O W n cre d ito rs and o th e r perB. F. Carpenter of Milo was the church and Sunday school, giving his “ Some of his experiences during the
m ^y aPPear at th e said
time
ana
place, and s h o w ca use, if a n y
week-end guest of his parents, Mr. time and talent to the support of war” and Supt Packard spoke on
have,
w
h
y
the
r a y e r o f said p e t i 
and Mrs. George Carpenter.
each.
His many friends remember “ Peace.” The exercises by the chil- ti oner shou ld not be p granted.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oliver
Cole
of
New
his
leadership.
Now
he
has
gone
on
il •» Further Ordered by the Court,
I dren and “grown ups” showed t.alen*
^ i
There will be an ice cream and
Subscribers eU/Milrl
should bear in
in cooked
f00d sale at the M. E. church Limerick spent Sunday with relatives to learn in eternity the value of these as well as training. Over $36 was I a n 1 ^ , e , Clerk shall s e n d
by
kn o w n cre d ito rs c o p ie s o f said
things. For more than seventv-two received which will be used in the petition a and
mind that all subscriptions are vestry on Saturday afternoon, June here.
this order, a dd re s se d to
Mr. and Mrs. George Carpenter years he learned in the school of Ross and Haggerty schools. Miss them at their places o f re s id e n ce as
payabl* in advance and the pa- 4t^ he^ " ^ >0adJa,hfr f atte„dance at the were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. experience the meaning of this life Dickison, model teacher, and Miss stated.
i t n e s s the H o n o ra b ie C la ren ce Hale,
which is; now it is given him to learn Ross deserve credit for the success J uW
per will be discontinued at ex- Methodist church Sunday morning. Howard Webb of Foxcroft.
d g e o f th e said Court, and the seal
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Haggerty and in an endless eternity the meaning of of the entertainment.
thereo f, at B a n g o r in the N orthern D i v i 
sion o f said District on the 28th d a y oi
piration. Notice of such expira- preaehe(1
the DaBtor. Rev. c. w. daughter Jean of Houlton spent Sun the greater life which is to be.
The U. B. S. S. elected the follow May,
A. D. 1921.
day
with
relatives
here.
!
He
leaves
to
mourn
his
loss
three
ing
officers:
Supt,
E.
B
Lilley;
Assist
tion will be sent out the First o f 1Lowell.
(L . S.)
ISABE L SH EEH AN,
Eddie Spellman of Littleton spent i daughters, Mrs. W. E. Murdock of Supt., Elmer Adair; See. and Treas.,
Italians came from
each month.
AboutTuesday
th,rty and began work on Sunday with his sister, Mrs. George DeBoTs Pennsylvania, Mrs. Ira Thomp Percy Porter; Organist. Mrs Mildred, A true c o p y o f petition and Doerdp ue rtythClerk.
Boston
ereon
son of Merrill, Maine, and Mrs. Ottis Bruce; Bible class teacher, J. A. I
A ttest: IS A B E L SH E E H A N .
the State road, beginning at the south Bruce.
D e p u ty Clerk.
Smith of Mars Hill, Maine, one son Robinson; Assistant teacher, Frank]
Commencing Saturday, May end of the bridge, taking off the top
Scott of Merrill, Maine; three broth Griffith; Loyal Sisters class, Mrs.
of the hill and making a fill at the end
LINNEUS
7th, the T IM E S office will close of the bridge.
ers Fred Nevers of Woodstock, Orville iulv Shaw; Assistant teacher, Mrs.
Miss Leota Smith of New Limerick Nevers of Cold Stream, and Handy Asenath Briggs; Class No. 2, teacher
There was Memorial day exercises
at noon every Saturday until
at one o’clock Monday, when the spent last Thursday with Mr. Henry Nevers of Perth, all in New Bruns J. P. Tracy; Assistant teacher, Elmer
Sept. 3. Those having business children of the schools and citizens Adams and family.
wick; one sister, Mrs. I). McCloud Adair; Class No. 3, teacher, Mrs.
Mr. Ira Carpenter of Patten was in Vince oi Woodstock, and seventeen Mabel Coy; Assistant teacher, Mrs.
with the T IM E S Publishing Co. gathered at the school building and
grandchildren.
marched to the cemetary. After com town last week.
A. H. Sherwood; Class No. 4, Mrs.
should bear this in mind.
Mr. Wm, Tyrell of Ashland is visit
Funeral services were held at the ' Jennie Ewings; Assistant teacher,
ing back there was an address by
ing friends.
home ol Scott Nevers, where many Mrs. Dollie Carmichael; Class No. 5,
Bernard Archibald of Houlton.
Miss Mildred Wiggins of A.nity is relatives and iriends gathered to pay Mrs. Maude A. Jenkins;
WEDNESDAY
The members of the Grange met at
Assistant
LUDLOW
their last respects to the departed. teacher, Miss Pauline Campbell.
their new hall on Saturday evening visiting Miss Gladys Brition.
i ALL STAR CAST in
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams and Mrs. Rev. H. A. Grant officiated.
Rev. H. H. Cosman will conduct and held a meeting to plan for the
|
“Blind Husbands*
services Sunday at New Limerick further finishing of the hall. Another Graham of Stacyville spent Sunday
“ One precious to our hearts is gone,
] It sou nds rath er sen sation al. A r e all husB A N K R U P T 'S P E T IT IO N F O R
10.30 a. m., Ludlow 2.30 p. m., and meeting will be held in two weeks here with relatives.
The voice we loved is stilled,
b ands b lin d? You will h av e to see the p i c D IS C H A R G E
Mrs. Sarah E. Bither spent Monday
at the Tannery school house at 7 when the first and second degrees
The place made vacant in our home
ture, and then dec ide for yo urs elf.
New t.
in
the
m
a
t
te
r
o
f
and
Tuesday
in
Houlton
with
her
Can
never
more
he
filled.
will be worked, as there are several
o'clock.
Guv ene \V. (Jrendell
’ In B a n k r u p tcy
daughter, Mrs. A. G. Young.
Our Father in his wisdom called
candidates waiting.
B a nkruptl
THURSDAY
Mrs.
Harriet
Rhoda
and
Mrs.
Hattie
The
boon
his
love
has
given;
HODGDON
the H o n C la re n ce Hale, J u d g e o f tne
Rhoda and Miss Florence Carleton of
ALL
STAR
CAST in “ Heliotrope”
And though on earth the body lies, 1T oD is
tr ict Cou rt o f the United Sta tes for
Mrs. C. A. Gregson of Woonsocket,
OAKFIELD
Island Falls spent Monday with Mr. i The soul is safe in heaven.
T h is s t o r y o f very h e a v y d r a m a is a b th e D istrict o f Maine.
R. I. is spending a few weeks with
Bull of Houlton, and Mrs. Elizabeth j
Chalmer C. Kinney
E U G E N E W . O R K X D K L L o f C h ap m a n s o rb in g ly told and holds the interest f r o m
b e g in n in g to end. T h e d r a m a tic t e n s it v
her daughter, Mrs. C. P. Mason.
and Mrs. B. K. Burleigh.
|
in
the
County
of
Aroostook
and is built up to a tr ag ic c lim a x and th ere i«*
There
was
a
large
attendance
at
Mrs. George Moore of Houlton was
Mr.
Ray
Young
and
family
and
Mr.
j
LITTLETON
added
the ple a s in g end. T w o reel C o m e 
State
o
f
Maine,
in
said
D
istrict
r
e
s
p
e
c
t

the guest last 'week of Mr. and Mrs. the funeral service of the late Albert Young and family of Houlton
fully repre se nts that on the 10th clay o f dy “ N ym ps and N uisances” and B u rto n
Chalmer
C.
Kinney,
which
was
held
Mr
Clark
of
Bangor
was
a
business
Elvin Williams.
were in town Sunday.
i caller in town on Wednesday.
March , 1921, last past, he w a s duly Holm es.
C. W. Taylor, Jared Taylor and j at the Universalist church in Oakfield
Mrs. Alfred Somerville of Carvs ; Mrs. Mary Lowery of Monticello a djud ge d bankru pt under the A^ts of
on
Tuesday.
May
17.
Shirley Lancester have repainted j
Con gress re la tin g to B a n k r u p t c y ; that
FRID AY
Rev. A. P. Bailey paid a splendid Mills was visiting with Mrs. Issue was the guest of her daughter Mrs. he has du ly surrendered all his property
their buildings.
Bishop
last
week.
!
and
rig h ts o f pr opert y, a nd has fully W ILLIA M FAIRBANKS in
Janies Stone on Friday.
Walter Cone is clerking for George j and well merited tribute to the fine
Mrs. Geo. Chamberlain of Houlton i Mr. and Mrs. George McDonald of com plied with all the r e q u ire m e n ts of
character of the deceased, as well as
“Western Pep’*
A c t s and o f the ord e rs o f Court
Welton.
,
. .
|to his fervent patriotism.
is visiting Mrs. Blanche Black and j Lakeville, N. B. are spending a few said
tou ch in g his b a n k ru p t cy .
A special meeting of the Adult ]
In “ W e s t e r n
Pep”
W il lia m F a ir b a n k s
Miss Carrie Sawyer.
I days with relatives in town.
W h e r e f o r e he prays, T h a t he m a y be s ta r r i n g th ree o f the h a ir -r a is in g stunk*
_
So
keenly
was
the
death
of
this
Bible Class of the M. E. Sunday school
Miss Dorothy Stewart is staying j Mr. and Mrs. Abner Robinson and decreed b y the Cou rt to h av e a full d ls - he did n early co s t him his life. If y o u
w ill'be *held ^at the vestry" on Friday |Xpung man of 26J:elt, that flags were with her aunt, Mrs. Shay in Houlton,
u c h a r g e f r o m all deb ts pr o va ble a gain st
k th at a w e s te rn s t a r 's life is a becl
at half mast, and all places of busi
two children spent several days in dis esta te u n de r said b a n k r u p t c y A cts, othf inroses,
j u s t n o tice the stu n ts th a t Bill
evening.
and atending school.
town
last
week
visiting
relatives.
ness
closed.
e
x
ce
p
t
s
uch
de
b
ts
as
are
e
x
ce
p
te
d
by
does and you will c h a n g e yo u mind.
A meeting of the Boy Scouts will
Master Buster Glidden of Carvs’
law f r o m such discharge.
Mr.
Kinney
enlisted
at
the
outset
Miss
Lulu
Campbell,
who
is
teach
M ag a zin e
be held at the cub room on Friday
Dated this 2f>th d a y o f May, A. I). 1921.
of America’s entrance into the World Mill was unfortunate in breaking his ing at Harvey Siding, was at home
evening.
arm
at
the
elbow
one
day
last
week.
E
U
G
E
N
E
W.
G
l
i
E
X
D
E
L
L
wih her parents over the Sabbath.
A childrens day program will be I War, and as a member of Maine’s
SATURDAY
Miss Gladys Henderson of Littleton
Bankrup t.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Robinson of
given at the M. E. church Sunday, ! 103 rd regiment took part in active spent Sunday and Monday with her
EILEEN PERCY in
O R D E R O F N O T IC E T H E R E O N
I fighting from the time he landed in
East
Corinth,
who
have
been
visiting
June 12th.
school-mate, Miss Clara Stewart.
relatives and friends, will return District o f Maine, N o rth e rn Division, ss |
“Why Trust Your Husband?”
Charles Beatham and family of j France until the Armistice, being at
About $21 was received for the home this week.
On this 28th da y o f May, A.
D.
|
Amien,
St.
Mihiel,
Chateau
Thierry
A s c r e a m i n g ly fu n n y f a r c e - c o m e d y in
Houlton were in town Sunday.
supper
last
Thursday
night.
Proceeds
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Briggs were 1921, on r e a d in g th e f o r e g o in g petition, w hich a co u ple o f w iv e s p la y h i d e - a n d Mrs. W. A. Gerow of Millinocket j and Argonne Forest.
tor the suffering ones in China.
seek at a m a sk ball, and the h u s b a n d s
called to Blaine on Thursday by the it is—
was the guest of relatives here dur I Returning home, he reinlisted for
Miss Anah McElwee entertained 14 serious illness of Mr. Briggs' brother- Ordered by the C o u rt, T h a t a hearin g cle ve r ly w rig gle out o f a co m p lic a t e d s i t 
one year and in the autumn of 1920
uation.
M U T T and J E F F , also T w o reel
ing the past week.
he had upon the s a m e on the 8th da y of
while in the employ of the B. & A. R. j of her young friends to a birthday -in-law, James Alexander.
E d ucation al Comedy " S N O O K Y 'S W I L D
July,
A.
I).
1921,
b
e
fo
r
e
said
cou
rt
party
on
Monday,
May
23rd,
it
being
O
A
T
S
.”
R. sustained a serious injury, from
Mrs. Milton Black of North Limingher 7th birthday, ice cream, cake and ton. Me., who has been at the home
which he never recovered.
EAST HODGDON
The army officers in attendance ] candies being served.
of her lather John Carmichael recent
Mrs. John W. C. Grant was sdnt as
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Adams and two
a delegate from the Union Sunday with the members of the Chester A. j sons spent Sunday with friends in ly, returned to her home.
J. A. Robinson, Abner, Robert and
school of Bast Hodgdon to the County Briggs and Frank A. Holden Posts1More.
Wilbur Robin?on. Albion Stone. Cecil
Convention at Caribou last Wednes formed a military escort to the funeral
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jewett
Adams
and
Harrigan, Oscar Crane and Bert Han
day. She reports good interest and cortege.
Following the committal service at ] son Claude and Mr. and Mrs. H. E. ning returned Friday from a success
a fine convention.
Kimball autoed to Bangor Saturday,
Mrs. Clarence Libby of Houlton was the grave the firing squad gave the returning home Sunday evening, ex ful fishing trip to Sebois.
last
salute
and
“Buglar”
Gerrish
Services wil be held in the M. E.
the guest of her mother for the past
j cepting Mrs. Adams and baby who church Watsoi Settlement on Sunday
week, Mrs. Edward Henderson.
j sounded “ Taps.”
EVERY DOLLAR YOU BANK
will visit her parents Mr. and Mrs. afternoon at 2.30 at which time Rev.
George F. Duff of Vancouver is the |
C. U. Bishop for two weeks.
A. E. Luce wi l preach and a number
to your credit with us starts working
guest of his brother, Benj. Duff.
j
LETTER B
of young pen ile from Houlton will
Mr. Benjamin Duff was calling on |
for you and can be depended upon for
be in attendarce.
1
Miss
Francis
Gardiner of Houlton
SMYRNA MILLS
friends at Dubec last week.
safety and a fair income.
Funeral sendees for Burton H.
Mrs. James ^yikm anlf"daughters j spent the week-end with her mother,
Odber Nevers
hv not start an account with
Worth were hsld Tuesday p. m. at
Misses Sadie and Pansy, were the Mrs. Georgia Gardiner.
resi- the home of his grandparents Mr. and
Nevers,
well
known
a
today?
Odber
Mrs.
Will
Currie
of
Houlton
was
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Orin Taylor
calling on relatives here on Friday dent of Merrill Maine, p a s s e d awa v Mrs. Herbert Loram, Rev. Mr. Braglast Tuesday.
May 17, 1921.
don officiated. F. H. Griffith. Elbridge
Rev. and Mrs. George Pressey were evening.
Mr. Nevers was born in Hartland, Elliott, Mrs. J. A. Stone and Mrs.
Frank Carpenter of Houlton was
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Taylor
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. T. J. N. B.. Nov. IS. 1848, and made that Waldo Carmichael sang several selec
last Wednesday.
town his home for about thirty-nine tions. Interment was made at Monti
Quite a number have been fixing up Carpenter last week.
On Wednesday evening. May 26th, years. In 1887 he moved to Penn cello.
their lots in the cemetery here.
There was a large attendance at
Rev. A. M. Thompson will preach a farewell party was given to Mr. and sylvania, U. S. A. After spending ten
at the Union church Sunday after Mrs. John Snell of this town, who on years in that state, he moved north the school ent< rtainment held at the
Friday left for their new home in ward and settled in Merrill, Maine,
Dividends at the rate ot 4% per annum
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Aucoin were Pembroke, N. B. About 35 neighbors where he lived the remainder of his
have been paid for the past nine years
the guests of her mother Mrs Patrick and friends were present and during life. Two years ago he was stricken
Colton in Johnsville, N. B. Sunday the evening Mr. and Mrs. Snell were with a shock, from which he partially
presented with a beautiful casserole, recovered. A second attack in March ;
and Monday.
M oney back w ithout question
as a slight token of the esteem in of this year completely destroyed his
f HUNTS GUARANTEED
which they are held. Refreshments health, and it was only a matter of
SK IN D IS E A S E R E M E D IE S
NEW LIMERICK
of cake and coffee were served and ] time until the unseen voice called and
(H un t’ s Salve and Soap), fail in
the treatm ent of Itch, Eczem a,
Leo Spain is in Boston for a few an enjoyable evening was spent b y ; he answered the call.
R ingw orm, Tetter or other Itch
Throughout his life he was known
all. Mr. and Mrs. Snell have many
days.
ing skin disease*.
T ry this
friends
here
who
regret
their
leavj
treatm ent at our risk.
JMrs. Ellsworth Lougee is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Clyde Lougee, in ing, and who join in wishing them ■ A Clear Brain and healthy body are
Co., Oakfield, Main e
success and happiness in their new j
Gardner.
essential for success. Business men,
home.
|
Mr. and Mrs. George Hoar and son
Carroll Berry of Houlton and Miss I teachers, students, housewives, and
Percy were in Princeton for Memorial
Millie Scott of Hodgdon spent Tues-1 other workers say Hood’s Sarsaparilla
day.
gives them appetite and strength, and
Mrs. W. C. Hand was a passenger day evening with Mr. and Mrs. Earle I makes their work seem easy. It
Adams.
j
on Saturday morning’s train for Ban
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Bragan spent overcomes that tired feeling.
gor. She was accompanied by Miss
Florence Pond of Houlton.
Mis Florence Ingraham was the
week-end guest of the Misses Doris
and Isabelle Mackey.
Miss Ada Good of Mapleton High
School spent the week-end with her
parents.
Mr. and Mrs. George O’Roak of
Kingman are the guests of S. H.
Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Robinson of
Bast Corinth were Sunday callers at
the home of Mrs. Nettie Spain.
Mrs. Charles Bell was a recent
guest of her brother, H. N. Kelley.
The comedy “ Mr. Bob” will be pre
sented in North Star Hall by local
talent, Wednesday evening, June 8.
Rev. H. H. Cosman will conduct
services Sunday at New Limerick
10.80 a. m., Ludlow 2.30 p. m., and at {
the Tannery school house at 7 o’clock.
The Super Farm and Home Light and Power Plants

S U R R O U N D IN G

TOWNS

Temple Theatre
Week of May 3 0 ,1 9 2 1

Houlton Savings B^ n k
'it O U L T O N , M A I N E

Riding Cultivators

Willys

Lighting System

------------------------------Reduced to -

MONTICELLO
Guy C. Fletcher and wife were in
Presque Isle on Saturday.
Geo. W. Bull and wife visited rela
tives In Presque Isle Sunday.
Mrs. Amanda Robertson, who has
spent the winter in Boston, returned
home last week.
Dorothy Weed of the Presque Isle
Normal School and Miss Opal Fletch
er were at home for the week-end.

Lower than Pre-War Prices
Economies in manufacturing
successfully accomplished
Advantageous contracts for materials. Improved methods
in manufacturing and increased facilities
These are reasons why we are now able to offer Willys
Lighting Systems at prices actually lower
than before the war
L - 2 - l ^ K. W . 3 H. P. light plant with 240 Ampere Hour
battery was $695.00

,s Now$595

L-2-11/4 K. W . 3 H. P. light plant with 160 Ampere Hour
battery was $625.00

Gillette B la d e s
with H o l d e r
.2 5
1

P r e p a i d in

Is Now

See the Willys Light Junior
The New Addition to Our Line
A complete Power and Light Plant.
Lights. 80 Ampere Hour battery

600

an Attractive Case

Satisfaction

guaranteed

or money refunded
This offer for a limited
time only.

R e m i t by

$525

W att— Thirty

$295

Every farm and home, where central station current is not
available, can now have electric light and power at lowest
possible cost. Place your order now at new prices for
early delivery. Wire, write or call now’ for demonstration
or literature.
Some excellent, exclusive territory still
available or dealers

money order o r c a s h

C u l t i v a t o r on B a l l B e a r i n g s
ALL-BEARING motor trucks, au
tomobiles, tractors and grain
drills—so why not ball-bearing
cultivators?
The purpose of
the ball bearing is to reduce friction,
lighten draft, make easier operation and
add years to the life of a machine. That
is way the weight of the No. 4 Inter
national Cultivator rests on twenty steel
balls.

B

In each of the axle pivots there is a
milled ball race with ten large ball bear
ings, such as you will find in high-priced
automobiles. That is one of the reasons

why a boy can handle an International
No. 4 so easily.
This cultivator can be set for culti
vating 28-inch bean rows or 42-inch
corn rows and 4, 6 or 8 shovels can be
used in a number of different combina
tions. Or we can supply you w i t h
special shovel equipment—spring teeth,
wing hillers, disk hillers, center teeth, etc.
The unusual mechanical features of
the all-purpose International No. 4 Cul
tivator will interest you.
Let us show
and explain them to you
You know
we are located.

Sold by

(no stamps)

Frad R a z o r Co.
1475 Broadway
New York

A. M. Stackpole, Jr
Bridgewater, Maine

422

Putnam Hardware Company
Market Square

Houlton, Maine

